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 Courtesan Singers as Courtiers:  
Power, Political Pawns, and the Arrest of virtuosa Nina Barcarola 
 
Abstract: 
This article gives a close reading of documents (avvisi di Roma) reporting the 1645 arrest of 
famous Roman courtesan singer Nina Barcarola. The arrest, arranged by the political 
enemies of Nina’s main protector Cardinal Antonio Barberini, was orchestrated to 
compromise the public honor of both singer and protector. The reports of the arrest attest 
to a growing elite interest in Rome of performances by female singers and a rise in the social 
value of courtesan singers. Using the rare details provided in these reports the author 
explores various aspects of Nina’s life and general courtesan singing culture: the public 
honor and social practices of courtesan singers; the positive effect of singing on courtesan 
honor; the types of gatherings hosted by Nina; and her public politically satirical 
performances. The author also analyses Nina’s relationship to various areas of 
contemporary politics: social, state, familial, and gender. The reports reveal that Nina, like 
Barberini’s male dependents, functioned as a public symbolic extension of the cardinal. The 
article serves to introduce courtesan singers into the musicological narrative about the 
singing culture of seventeenth-century Rome.   
 
 
Article: 
 1 
Nina Barcarola, known as one of the most famous courtesans of this Court, was taken to prison in 
the fourth hour of the night Tuesday, one hour after Cardinal Antonio left her and her house.1 
 
On the evening of September 19, 1645, the sbirri (papal police) broke down the door 
to the home of Nina Barcarola (fl.1638-70) and pulled the famous courtesan singer onto the 
street, arresting her. They then began a search for evidence regarding her relationship with 
a well-known criminal and proof of her performances of a satirical song about the newly 
elected pope’s sister-in-law, Donna Olimpia Maidalchini Pamphili (1594-1657). Nina was 
forced to watch for nearly five hours2, as the sbirri removed writings, books, and scores 
from her home. The theatrical arrest was perfectly timed in the evening to ensure a large 
crowd of onlookers gathered, as clusters of elite men, their male courtiers, and female 
companions were travelling between different residences for their usual evening’s 
entertainment. The evening concluded with the sbirri accompanying Nina through the 
streets to the Tor di Nona prison. Luckily for Nina, her time spent in prison was brief. Having 
found no evidence against her, the sbirri released her only a day later. 
Courtesan virtuose like Nina were a common feature on the social, cultural and 
political landscape of seventeenth-century Rome. The complexity of the social structure of 
Rome, characterized by the frequent turn-over of popes and an absence of a register of 
nobility, created a volatile social environment. The Roman cityscape was peppered with 
small satellite courts headed by a variety of political players: representatives of strong 
foreign powers vying for Rome’s alliance, ambassadors or nuncios of other Italian courts, 
1 Avviso #1 
2 There is a slight discrepancy among the reports about the time the arrest began.  
Avviso #2 says that the arrest lasted from “two to seven” while Avviso #3 says it did not 
begin until “the fourth hour of the night.” The first hour of the night indicated the first hour 
after sundown. In late September in Rome the second hour of the night would start around 
8:00pm. 
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cardinals from important Italian and European centers, and the native Roman nobility. Their 
constant drive for acquisition and maintenance of familial wealth, honor, and power 
constructed dynamic social networks of support. Teeming with prelates, students, letterati, 
artists, and musicians, Rome was a destination for ambitious courtiers who sought to take 
advantage of the highest salaries offered in all of Italy and the possibility of meteoric social 
rise. In this environment Nina and her courtesan contemporaries flourished, the most 
successful establishing relationships of significant support with elite men.3  
According to the detailed chronicles that enable the reconstruction of the 
sensational arrest above, Nina numbered among the most successful courtesan virtuose in 
Rome. Yet, despite the fame she reportedly enjoyed in her lifetime she remains a shadowy 
figure in the current musical history of seventeenth-century Rome.4 Certainly, the scarcity of 
3There has been very little research done on seventeenth-century Roman courtesan 
virtuose. However, William Prizer has begun to identify some of the repertoire performed 
by courtesans active in Rome in the mid-sixteenth century, as well as the spaces in which 
they performed. See Prizer, “Cardinals and Courtesans.” Social historian Tessa Storey has 
studied prostitutes and courtesans in Counter-Reformation Rome, which includes some 
information on music making. See Storey, Carnal Commerce. What little musicological 
scholarship on seventeenth-century Roman courtesans does exist focuses mainly on those 
courtesans involved in opera in Venice, Florence, and at the French court through the Italian 
connection of Cardinal Jules Mazarin. For the Roman courtesan sisters Margarita and Anna 
Francesca Costa see Megale, “Il principe e la cantante”; Megale, “Altre novità”; Salvi, “‘Il 
solito è sempre quello’”; and Cox, Women’s Writing, 212–17, 220–22, 226–27. For Roman 
courtesan Anna Valeria see Murata, “Why the First Opera.” For Roman Anna Maria Sardelli, 
who may have started out as a courtesan in Rome, see Mamone, “Most serene brothers-
princes-impresarios”; and Glixon, “Private Lives of Public Women.” There is more research 
on early-modern Venetian courtesans. See Feldman, The Courtesan’s Arts. For Venetian 
virtuosa Barbara Strozzi see Rosand, “Barbara Strozzi”; Rosand and Rosand, “‘Barbara Di 
Santa Sofia’ and ‘Il Prete Genovese’: On the Identity of a Portrait by Bernardo Strozzi”; 
Rosand, “The Voice of Barbara Strozzi”; Glixon, “New Light”; and Glixon, “More on the Life.” 
In the existing scholarship that centers on courtesans active in other Italian cities the focus 
also has been mainly on courtesans who participated in theatrical activities or on those 
considered to have influenced the early court concerto delle donne traditions. See 
Treadwell, “Restaging the Siren”; and Newcomb, “Courteseans, Muses, or Musicians?” 
4 Recently Nina has been mentioned by Craig Monson in his history of the murder of two 
nuns in Bologna, due to her relationship with Cardinal Antonio Barberini and his close 
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extant records pertaining to the virtuosa plays a role in her current obscurity; excepting the 
sources recounting her arrest in 1645 very few documents detailing specifics about her life 
have come to light. The sources that survive reveal she entertained and socialized with elite 
men in Rome for over three decades, beginning as early as 1638.5 The prominent status she 
held during the arrest stemmed from her close relationship with Cardinal Antonio Barberini 
(1607-1671), who during the papacy of his uncle Urban VIII (1623-1644) had been Cardinal 
Nephew, one of the highest positions in the Roman social hierarchy.6 Given the competitive 
environment of Rome, rivalries abounded, especially for those at the pinnacle of power like 
Antonio.  Nina, as the virtuosa of Antonio, became embroiled in his ongoing rivalry with the 
newly elected papal family, the Pamphili, which ultimately lead to her public arrest.  
Nina’s high-profile status as Antonio’s virtuosa and her involvement in the Barberini-
Pamphili rivalry helps account for why so many chroniclers picked up their pens to tell her 
story in the avvisi di Roma.7 The unusually high number of extant avvisi chronicling Nina’s 
dependent Abbate Giovanni Braccesi, the latter whom was falsely arrested for the murders. 
Monson briefly describes the arrest. See Monson, Habitual Offenders, 223–24.  
5 The first known account of Nina occurs in the diary of the Governor of Rome, Giovanni 
Battista Spada, which I discuss below. Spada, Racconto delle cose, 61. She socialized and 
perhaps had a more significant relationship with the Duke of Guise, Henri II de Lorraine 
sometime during his Roman sojourn from 1646 to 1648. The poem Lamento di Nina 
Barcarola by Francesco Melosio is a lament upon the arrest of the Duke in 1648, which Nina 
may have composed and sung. I-Rvat -Chigi, G.VII.210, 463-464v. I thank Dr. Teresa 
Gialdroni for sharing this information with me. Nina’s association with powerful cardinals 
inspired Gregorio Leti to include Nina in his satire about powerful women in the city, Il 
puttanismo romano (1668), in which he implies that she had a significant relationship with 
Cardinal Angelo Celsi. As late as 1670 she was renting out a house in Santa Maria in Via. I-
Rvic, Santa Maria in Via, Stato d’Anime, 1670, vol. 28. I thank Valeria DeLucca for sharing 
this source with me. Unfortunately, none sources that do often exist for courtesans of 
Nina’s standing, such as notarized financial documents in the Archivio di Stato di Roma or 
court testimony, have yet surfaced for the virtuosa. 6 Avviso #2. 
7 Avvisi were handwritten news sources copied and circulated in European cities, produced 
by regular news services run by men called menati or gazzettieri. They became the basis for 
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arrest—eight—attest to the event’s social significance.8 Scandalous events such as the 
arrest were normal fodder for avvisi, subjects that were often susceptible to authorial 
exaggeration, overtly negative portrayals, and inaccurate reporting. Avvisi were as much 
literary fiction as non-fiction; they did not simply chronicle the daily happenings, events and 
incidents in Rome but created the imaginary of Rome, spiritedly capturing intrigues and 
behind-the-scenes events in vivid detail through a particular sarcastic, ironic, and 
sometimes refined language. Yet, despite the salacious details and biased perspectives, they 
provide a wealth of valuable information about the plausible social, cultural, and political 
possibilities on which Roman men based their public narratives.9 
Avvisi are among the main sources through which elite courtesans like Nina—filtered  
through the imagination and bias of the Roman male authors—were portrayed to a general 
public. While the avvisi di Roma chronicling Nina’s arrest provide most of the known details 
about Nina, they also contain some of the most specific surviving details about the general 
cultural and political significance and social practices of elite courtesan virtuose. A close 
reading of these avvisi will provide a glimpse into the ways that courtesan singers moved 
politically and socially through the intricate Roman patronage system.  
In many ways the story of Nina’s arrest painted in the avvisi is a story about elite 
courtesans’ relationship to power. The protagonists sit at the interstices between gender, 
state, and personal familial politics. As a result, the story of the arrest points to Nina’s 
relationship to various nodes of power, including the redemptive power of singing, the 
dispatches sent by and to the households of cardinals, princes, and popes, via secretaries 
and ambassadors. For more on avvisi see Infelise, “Roman Avvisi.”  
8 A complete list of avvisi pertaining to the arrest is provided as Appendix 1. Unless 
otherwise indicated, all translations from the original Italian are by the author.  
9 My approach, based on the understanding of these documents as reflecting and 
contributing to a limited pool of cultural narratives, is influenced by those of Tom and 
Elizabeth Cohen and Tessa Storey. See especially Storey, Carnal Commerce, 11. 
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particular power of embodied female vocal performance, the political power of public song, 
the power of male discourse about courtesans, and the role the courtesans played in the 
seizing and maintaining of political power by their elite supporters. Each section of this 
article examines these general aspects of power in courtesan culture addressed in the avvisi 
of the arrest. 
Within these sections, I dismantle the narrative accounts of the arrest, focusing 
instead on the details relayed to explore a wide variety of courtesan performances. The 
avvisi detailing the scores removed from her home and the search for the satirical song 
speak to the types of musical performances Nina and her fellow courtesans provided for 
their supporters, the effects and meanings behind such performances, and the social spaces 
in which they were performed. The avvisi are also full of details about the social and 
political performances Nina gave alongside musical in these spaces. I will situate my 
exploration of these performances in the general culture of honor that underpinned the 
Roman political system of patronage. 10 The concept of acting in ways deemed honorable in 
order for the public to perceive one as honorable drove public performances of all types. 
Rivalries like those between the Barberini and Pamphili played out according to the rules of 
this system. The culture of reciprocation fostered in the patronage system meant that 
public slights to one’s honor called for public retaliation in some form in order to maintain 
power and social status. By contextualizing the public acts detailed in the avvisi about the 
arrest in the culture of honor, seemingly petty rumors about perceived scandalous acts 
10 Over the past few decades anthropologists and historians have closely studied the 
concept of early modern honor as a social commodity in European societies. The literature 
is extensive. Studies I found most helpful were Bryson, The Point of Honor; Peristiany, Honor 
and Shame; Gilmore, Manhood in the Making, 30–55; Strocchia, “Gender and the Rites,” 
39–60; and Miller, Humiliation and Other Essays, 115–16. For a basic bibliography of such 
studies see Hunt, The Vacant See, 158 fn. 110. For more on Roman virtuose and the culture 
of honor see Brosius, “Singers Behaving Badly”; and Brosius, “Eliminating the Favorite.” 
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transform into accounts of necessary action for political and social survival—into accounts 
of social ritual.  
The story of Nina’s arrest serves to include courtesan virtuose in our current musical 
imaginary of Roman singing culture, alongside their supporters the popes, princes, and 
cardinals and their rivals the castrati. Adding them back into the mix highlights the social 
liminality of the spaces in which music was performed in Rome. It also illuminates the 
complexity and fluidity of the conceptions of high and low, public and private in relationship 
to musical genres and performers. A close reading of the accounts of the arrest, therefore, 
will serve to widen and deepen our understanding of Roman singing culture. It expands 
current perception of the types of singers that benefitted from and thrived in Rome’s multi-
cultural society, highlighting the multiplicity of gendered performance possibilities that 
were enabled through the cultural capital of singing. As a result, Nina’s story has broad 
ramifications for the ways in which musical performance and music mattered at the time.  
 
Social power of singing courtesans  
 
To raise his spirits Cardinal Antonio frequently visits Nina Barcarola, who is the most famous 
cortigiana in Rome.  Besides being beautiful she sings exquisitely, and His Eminence uses her Virtù 
to conceal her [sexual] practice... He also enjoys the conversation of the Pimpe Carrattiere who are 
taken by Don Taddeo to his palace, and both pass the time happily.”11 
 
 One month before Nina’s arrest Francesco Mantovani reports that Antonio 
frequently attended gatherings at her home, as well as socialized with other courtesans, the 
11 Avviso #1. Don Taddeo was the Prince of Palestrina, Urban VIII Maffeo Barberini’s middle 
nephew who married Donna Anna Colonna, member of one of the most important Roman 
families of the time. 
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Pimpe Carrattiere.12 Despite Mantovani’s intent to damage Antonio’s reputation with this 
revelation, contemporaries would not have been particularly shocked about Antonio 
frequenting courtesans.  It was a common activity for a cardinal in early modern Rome, a 
society in which cardinals aspired to their profession to raise the social and political 
fortunes of their families, not religious calling. The large number of clergy significantly 
contributed to the high percentage of unmarried men in the city: most men did not marry 
until their thirties and as many as forty-five percent never married at all.13 In this 
environment courtesans had become a necessary and integral feature of elite male society, 
which by the time of Nina’s arrest had been the norm for more than a century. 
 Nina and her contemporaries survived, and sometimes thrived, in Rome’s volatile 
social landscape by cultivating the various types of social, cultural, and sexual capital in 
vogue, which included trafficking their bodies.14 Socializing with courtesans became an 
important aspect of the individual demonstration of elite masculinity (virtù) in several 
stages of life for men.15 Courtesans were the most ideal sexual partners for elite young men 
who were in gioventù—a period lasting from puberty (age twelve) to marriageable age 
(beyond thirty). During gioventù successful sexual performance was crucial to developing 
12 The exact meaning of the nickname of the Pimpe Carrattiere is ambiguous. For more on 
the possible meaning see Brosius, “Eliminating the Favorite.” 
13 Storey, Carnal Commerce, 242. According to Eugenio Sonnino in early modern Rome there 
were 140 men to 100 women. See Sonnino, “In the Male City: The ‘Status Animarum’ of 
Rome in the Seventeenth Century,” 20–21. 
14 For the differences between courtesan virtuose and those who were not known publically 
to traffic their bodies see Brosius, “Eliminating the Favorite.” 
15 See Ruggiero, “Who’s Afraid of Giulia Napolitana?,” 285–86. Ruggiero understands virtù 
as a power construct, calling it “the Renaissance regime of virtù.” He also notes that 
courtesans, as free agents with the ability to decide which men they socialize with, had the 
power to threaten male honor, status and virtù. Ruggiero, 282. The term was originally 
associated with male honor, but as female performances in wider social spaces increases in 
the mid-sixteenth century this term is also used to describe women who could sing with 
agility and taste, skills which involved intellectual abilities associated with male virtue. See 
Stras, Women and Music.  
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virtù as boys moved from initial passive sexual encounters of early youth to the active, 
penetrative sexual practices appropriate for an elite male.16 Even Jesuit priest Giovan’ 
Domenico Ottonelli—an outspoken and virulent critic of women who earned their living 
entertaining elite men—defended the church’s tolerance of prostitution, asserting that it 
helped young men avoid more “grievous” sins:17 
 
The church tolerates the sin of going to whores (meretrici) to evade a worse evil, (ad 
evitandem maius malum): nevertheless it does not approve that sin, but it tolerates 
it while dissimulating (dissimulando) in order to control adultery, incest, and other 
types of grievous sins.18 
 
 Sexual capital, however, was just one of many desirable facets of the courtesan; 
contemporaries also highly valued their cultural and social contributions that were 
frequently on display in the kaleidoscope of social gatherings forming the backbone of 
Roman society. This is highlighted in an account by the young, wealthy Dutch traveler 
Cornelius Aerssen van Sommelsdyck, who leads with such skills when expressing his surprise 
at the common licit presence of courtesans at respectable Roman gatherings.19 
 
16 Ruggiero, “Who’s Afraid of Giulia Napolitana?,” 287. 
17 Giovan Domenico Ottonelli is best known for his writings on theatrical practices in the 
seventeenth-century, which discuss the types of people involved, including virtuose. See 
Giacobello, “Giovan Domenico Ottonelli sulle donne cantatrici.” 
18 Ottonelli, Della Christiana moderazione, 2:442. Marcella Salvi points out that in this case 
prostitution is tolerated because it functions as a form of control that serves post-Tridentine 
politics. Salvi, “‘Il solito è sempre quello,’” 380.  
19 Cornelius Aerrsen van Sommelsdyck (1637-88) was the fourth generation of a very 
wealthy Dutch political family who became the first governor of Suriname. He visited Rome 
as a young man. See Verhoeven, Europe within Reach.  
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There are some ladies in Rome who are called Virtuose, who know how to sing, 
dance, play instruments and who converse reasonably well. One goes to them 
sometimes in company, as many as ten or twelve, where one can have a serious 
discussion or just a chat. And then, when one wants to go, one pays a scudo or two 
each beneath a candlestick, and is done; and if someone in the company wants to 
stay the night, he will be satisfied. Such houses are not infamous, on the contrary, 
they are honorable.20 
 
Sommelsdyck’s portrayal of courtesans as honorable virtuose attests to a widening space in 
social gatherings for not just courtesans, but women from a variety of social backgrounds 
who cultivated the same types of leisure skills, both musical and conversational.21 The order 
in which Sommelsdyck’s lists such skills highlights the main impetus for this burgeoning 
interest during the seventeenth-century—a fascination with female vocal performance. This 
20 “Il y a quelques signoras à Rome qu’ont nomme de virtuose qui sçavent chanter, danser, 
jouer des instruments et qui discourent riasonnablement bien. La on va parfois en 
compagnie jusques à dix ou douze, où l’on raisonne et cause; et puis, quand on a envie de 
s’en aller en mettant un teston ou deux par teste souz un chandelier, on en est quitte; et si 
quelqu’un de la compagnier a de plus envie d’y passer la nuit, il y peut recevoir de la 
satisfaction. Ces maisons icy ne sont pas infames, au contraire honorables.” Tamburini, “La 
lira, la poesia, la voce,” 426. English translation Storey, Carnal Commerce, 250. Storey 
defines the ratio between scudo and teston as 1:1. 
21 These skills were valued in courtesans and noblewomen alike, but often to different 
degrees, certainly involving different social protocols and in front of different audiences. See 
Stras, Women and Music. For more on early-modern Italian leisure culture in general and 
education in leisure skills see Burke, “The Invention of Leisure”; and Lorenzetti, “‘Per 
animare agli esercizi nobili.’” In general, the term virtuose was used throughout the 
sixteenth century to identify women who were exceptionally skilled in any of the literary, 
visual, conversational and/or musical arts. For the origins of this see Cox, Women’s Writing, 
47. The masculine term virtuosi was also used for men exceptionally skilled in these arts, 
originally applied to nobles and then by the end of the century to those of lower classes. See 
Dell’Antonio, Listening as Spiritual Practice, 96–98. For musical skills of courtesans in the 
Campo Marzo area of Rome see Storey, Carnal Commerce, 33, 45, 194–95, 208–10; and 
Storey, “‘Questo negozio,’” 112–13, 124–26. 
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phenomenon, which had begun in the late sixteenth-century in Italian courts, created a 
demand for virtuose that became increasingly difficult to fill. Women who could sing and 
accompany themselves on various instruments fulfilled an expanding need in elite social 
culture to produce song at an ever-growing number of occasions.22 Virtuose became a 
generic term used for singing women, regardless of social background or whether they were 
publically perceived as trafficking in sex. They fulfilled various social roles, that by modern 
definitions would be identified as actress, opera singer, female court singer, and 
courtesan.23 Virtuose often shifted in and out of these fluid roles in a variety of elite 
gatherings and events. Sommelsdyk’s description makes it clear that while some men at the 
gatherings he attended valued the sexual capital of the virtuose others were contented with 
the entertainment and conversation alone. Therefore, for some they fulfilled the role of 
courtesan, while for others they functioned more as a female court singer. 
 While the singing capital of virtuose fulfilled a cultural desire for elite men, the mere 
presence of courtesans in social spaces also could provide a practical social advantage for 
their male admirers. The gatherings at which Nina and her contemporaries sang numbered 
22 At this time most of these accompanying instruments would have been plucked stringed 
instruments or harp. 
23 Not much research has been done on female actresses in Rome. Teresa Bonadonna Russo 
mentions a “Barbara Rasponi, detta Castellana, canterina di un certo nome,” who seems to 
be connected to the spanish comici, arrested for “le recite” during a time it was expressly 
prohibited. Before her arrest, public whipping and exile to the viceroyal court of Naples she 
was on a stipend of 20 ducati a month and a resident of “Trinità dei Monti,” with her rent 
presumably supplied by the Spanish Ambassador. It is possible, since she was known as La 
Castellana, that she was also a courtesan, since it was common to identify courtesans by 
place of birth. I-Rvat, Urbanus Latinus (subsequently Urb. Lat.) 1647, 547r-8v as quoted in 
Spada, Racconto delle cose, 159. In other parts of Italy women who sang exceptionally well 
are referred to as attrice. Virginia Andreini, the commedia dell’arte actress who premiered 
Monteverdi’s Arianna as a last-minute replacement was often referred to as attrice. On 
Virginia’s life and career see Wilbourne, “La Florinda.” Wilbourne notes that Caterina 
Martinelli, who is considered a court singer by modern scholars, was called attrice at least 
once by contemporaries. Wilbourne, 262. For details on the Roman version of court singer 
see Brosius, “Eliminating the Favorite.” 
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among a large network of hetero-social gatherings that served a specific socio-political 
function. In Rome, the papal system and the presence of Italian and other foreign cardinals, 
ambassadors and their dependents created a political and social structure constantly in flux. 
In a society where exact social position determined elite male social protocol involving 
deference to a superior, social ambiguity could impede those of similar social status from 
doing business and forging political alliances that would benefit both parties. The solution 
was to socialize at gatherings hosted by women, including courtesans, to whom all male 
parties needed to defer, thereby alleviating the potential awkwardness and restrictions of 
homosocial etiquette.24  
 As the demand for cultural and social capital of the courtesan resulted in their 
increased overt presence in elite society, discourses about them began to emphasize their 
cultural skills. In the avviso above Mantovani emphasizes Nina’s singing skills, mentioning 
that “she sings exquisitely.” One particularly germane example occurs in an avviso 
describing the nocturnal activities of the Duca di Crequi, the French ambassador to Rome. 
One evening before he left the city he reportedly “made his rounds with the singers (le 
cantatrici) of Rome.”25 Less favorable discourse also began to conflate singer and 
courtesan, which the  title of a manuscript miscellany in the Vatican Library giving account 
of the public whippings of courtesans in Rome demonstrates: “Whippings of Diverse Singers 
and Women of Disreputable Living (Frustature di diverse canterine e donne di mala vita).”26 
Eight out of the eighteen courtesans the Governor of Rome, Giovanni Battista Spada, 
mentions in his official diary covering 1635-43 were identified as singers, either by Spada or 
24 For more on the political function of female gatherings see Ago, “Giochi di squadra.” 
25 “la passò tutta in giro a complire con le cantatrici di Roma.” I-Ras, Processo Amodei, 12 
July 1634 as quoted in Ademollo, “Gli ambasciatori francesi,” 219. 
26 I-Rvat, Urb. Lat. 1647, 545r. Here the courtesans who sing are singers and those not 
known for singing are whores. 
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in other contemporary literature.27 Nina herself was one of them, specifically referred to as 
cantatrice and canterina.28  
The trend in identifying courtesans as singers appears to stem both in part from the 
importance that singing had gained in a courtesans’ cultural role, and also in part from the 
fact that an emphasis on singing meant that other less socially desirable activities were 
relegated to the background. In aiding the latter, some early modern commentators imbued 
singing skills with a specific social power, which helped to mitigate anxiety created by the 
increasingly present courtesan. The musical dilettante Grazioso Uberti illustrates this in his 
chapter on chamber music in The Musical Disagreement where his apologist for music, 
Giocondo, imbues singing with the ability to mask other “lascivious habits”: 
 
It is true that one should shun wanton women (Donne impudiche) (...) But it does not 
say that one ought to flee [in order] not to hear their singing, but rather [in order] 
not to desire their beauty and to not give in to their desires (...) music in regard to 
women like this is like an overcoat that covers every shame. Those women are 
named and praised for their music, for playing and singing, who are far from all trace 
of lascivious habits, which otherwise would render them odious and abominable.29 
27 Spada, Racconto delle cose. Bonadonna Russo includes avvisi and other sources about 
these women in her critical commentary. 
28 At least two sources predating the Capitoline avvisi identified Nina as a singer. “Nina 
Barcarolla cantatrice,” Spada, 61. “Caterina canterina famosa,” I-Rvat, Urb. Lat. 1647, 276r-
279v as quoted in Spada, 171–72.  
29 “E vero, che si devono fuggire le Donne impudiche ... ma non si dice, che si debbano 
fuggire per non sentire il loro canto: ma si bene per non desiderare la loro bellezza, e per 
non acconsentire alle loro voglie ... Anzi, che la musica in simili Donne è come una 
sopraveste, che copre ogni vergogna. Vengono nominate, e lodate simili Donne per la 
Musica, per lo suono, per lo canto, lungi ogni memoria de lascivi costumi, li quali altrimente 
le renderebbono esose, & abominevoli.” Uberti, Contrasto musico, 82–83. Translation in 
Murata, “The Musical Disagreement,” 595. Uberti says “music” covers the courtesan’s 
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 Here virtuosic singing ability becomes redemptive; it eclipses the courteans’ “odious and 
abominable” selling of sex. Emphasis on exceptional ability to cover social unacceptability 
was a common tactic used not only for courtesans, but also for other socially questionable 
people participating in elite social events, such as the non-noble male literato.30 It enabled 
elite men to socialize with those beneath their station. In the avviso above Mantovani used 
a formula very similar to that found in Uberti to describe Antonio’s justification for 
socializing with Nina: “His Eminence uses her Virtù to conceal her [sexual] practice.”31 Here 
the early modern logic behind this type of strategy is laid bare by the use of virtù, a term 
that was closely associated with masculine honor and, not by accident, the root of the term 
virtuosa.32 It hinges upon the argument that those who could perform a virtuosic, artistic 
task as expertly as a highly-valued singer like Nina must have innate noble, honorable 
shame; however, given his mention of singing earlier and playing and singing later, “music” 
for him seems to indicate singing and self-accompanying, necessary skills for all singing 
virtuose. 
30 An excellent example of an inferior who trafficked in art and culture to make his way 
among his betters is the abductor of the nuns, Carlo Possenti, who I will introduce in the 
next section. I thank Craig Monson for bringing this to my attention. 
31 Avviso #1. Here virtù specifically reflects an intellectual morality residing in the abilities 
necessary to sing with agility and taste. For the use of virtù in relation to singing women see 
Stras, Women and Music. The linguistic formula consisting of a virtue (either the feminine 
virtue onestà or the masculine virtue virtù) that covers sexual vice was standard in 
descriptions of courtesans dating back to the sixteenth century. See Gordon, Monteverdi’s 
Unruly Women, 185. An example contemporary with Uberti is found in Alessandro Zilioli’s 
biography of Gaspara Stampa in 1654, although in her case it was poetic skills, not musical, 
which arguably covered her shameful practices. Zilioli, like Uberti, uses virtù. See Salza, 
“Madonna Gasparina Stampa,” 230; and Stampa, The Complete Poems, 3. The language in 
this passage is ambiguous, and could also be interpreted as covering for Antonio’s 
“prattica”, as Craig Monson interprets it: “His Eminence makes use of that talent as a cover 
for his assignations.” Monson, Habitual Offenders, 223. This also works well given 
Mantovani’s overall aim to discredit the Barberini, as I will discuss in more detail below.  
32 While virtù was originally a term used to indicate masculine honor and those who 
performed at a superior level in all activities considered appropriate for men, the term 
began to also be used for women who also could perform at a superior level in activities 
considered masculine. 
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qualities. Such qualities render them acceptable participants in elite gatherings. Antonio, 
therefore, justifies his desire to socialize with Nina through her virtù, which resides in her 
ability to perform virtuosically.  
For the courtesan, as for the elite male, the direct benefit of the redemptive power 
of singing was also social. The cultural capital of singing for courtesans functioned as 
important social capital, that widened their performance opportunities and social mobility. 
As Sommelsdyck’s description reveals they played different roles for different attendees; 
however, they always fulfilled the role of singer for everyone involved. The social 
legitimation that the monikers singer and virtuosa provided them enabled them to 
participate in increasingly more elite gatherings where they fulfilled the role of singer alone, 
thus raising their social status, and perpetuating more opportunities in kind. 
 
Political Rivalries 
“Antonio believed that the affront [of Nina’s arrest] was made to his person and people said as 
much.”33 
 
Antonio’s perceived need to “raise his spirits” with Nina in August of 1645 is 
especially germane to interpreting the accounts of Nina’s arrest, as his close relationship 
with Nina was a major contributing factor. Ultimately the arrest was motivated by the 
Barberini family’s long-time political rivalry with the newly elected papal family Pamphili, 
who were systematically persecuting Antonio and his brothers. Antonio’s relationship with 
Donna Olimpia Maidalchini Pamphili, the sister-in-law of Urban VIII’s successor, Innocent X, 
Giovanni Battista Pamphili (1574-1655), was especially acrimonious. According to the 
33 Avviso #7. 
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Mantovani avviso above, Antonio, as well as the rest of Rome, were aware Nina’s arrest had 
been orchestrated by the Pamphili to publically shame him.  
Antonio and his family were directly involved in the social and political upheaval 
which had characterized the few years before Nina’s arrest. The controversial War of Castro 
had ended in disgrace for the Barberini in 1644 only a few months before the death of 
Urban VIII Maffeo Barberini (1568 - 1644), which left Rome popeless during a month-long 
Vacant See—the period during which a conclave of the College of Cardinals is held to decide 
on the new pope.34 A decade of bad-blood between the Barberini and Pamphili came to a 
tipping point during the conclave.35 Antonio, who had previously been accused of spreading 
dishonorable rumors about the power Donna Olimpia had over Giovanni Battista, continued 
this trend by calling Giovanni Battista “a cuckholded goat,” implying a sexual relationship 
between them.36 Giovanni Battista’s clever, calculated retaliation was to dissimulate with 
34 Hunt, The Vacant See, 202.Hunt, “Violence and Disorder,” 297. 
35 Donna Olimpia blamed Antonio for the death of her relative Gualtiero Gualtieri. Giovanni 
Battista’s sister Antonina was Gualtiero’s mother. Donna Olimpia was both aunt and cousin 
to Gualtiero as Antonina was Olimpia’s sister-in-law, and Antonina’s husband Paolo was her 
uncle. Gualtiero was banished from Rome by Antonio. Rossi believes that Gualtiero was 
ultimately banished because he offended Jules Mazarin’s brother-in-law, Conte Gerolamo 
Martinozzi. Rossi, “La fuga,” 311. Monson mentions other possibilities for the banishment, 
including Gualtiero irreverently referring to a sexual relationship between himself and 
Antonio, or having sex with one of Antonio’s female lovers. See Monson, Habitual 
Offenders, 220–21, 312. Gualtiero eventually went to serve in the Imperial armies in Austria 
where in 1634 he was killed in suspicious circumstances while delivering orders from one 
command to another. The Pamphili were convinced that Antonio had had a hand in his 
death. See Monson, 221. 
36 Teodoro Ameyden reported the nickname of “becco fottuto” being used by Antonio 
during the conclave, and an avviso from 11 October 1645 reported that Antonio had 
“spoken with dishonour about Donna Olimpia.” See Rossi, “La fuga,” 315–16, fn. 1.  
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the Barberini cardinals, ultimately convincing them over the month to wield their power to 
secure him the papacy.37  
Once elected on September 11, 1644, Innocent X immediately began to exact both 
political and personal revenge.38 One particular incident, the discovery of two murdered 
convertite nuns (reformed prostitutes) in Bologna on 21 June 1645, provided Innocent X 
with fodder for his vendetta. Thes nuns’ escape from their convent and subsequent murder 
occurred in the month of April 1644, during a three-year period that Antonio, as papal 
legate to Bologna, and his dependents (dipendenti) spent in the city.39 Investigations into 
Antonio’s dependents suspected of the abduction and murder immediately ensued and 
arrests were made. On 17 July the man whom Antonio had appointed Vice Duke of Segni, 
Carlo Possenti— orchestrator of the escape, concealment, and most likely the murder of the 
nuns—was arrested in Segni.40 In Rome during this time the Palazzo Barberini became a 
main target for Pamphili fact-finding missions. Multiple times the sbirri searched the palazzo 
for information about the purported involvement of Antonio himself, as well as his favorite 
castrato, Marc’Antonio Pasqualini, ultimately in vain.41 However, in a raid on the palazzo on 
37 For the dissimulation of Giovanni Battista see Rossi, 314. For the benefits the Barberini 
believed to gain from supporting Giovanni Battista despite their fractious history see 
Monson, Habitual Offenders, 217–20. 
38 See Nussdorfer, Civic Politics, 230–53; Pastor, The History of the Popes, XIV:passim; 
Monson, Habitual Offenders, 217–26. His first major course of action was to open an official 
papal investigation into Barberini financial impropriety during the War of Castro, which 
proved ineffectual. See Pastor, The History of the Popes, XIV:40–41. In his satirical biography 
of Donna Olimpia Leti attributes Donna Olimpia’s hatred for Antonio as impetus for the 
investigation. Leti, Vita di donna Olimpia, 80. 
39 Many documents use terms such as dipendenti and famigliari when discussing apparent 
patron-client relationships. I have chosen to use the term ‘dependent’ when discussing 
these relationships for which we have no exact details. 
40 Possenti became Vice Duke of Segni in March of 1645. See Monson, Habitual Offenders, 
81. 
41 For the suspicions of Pasqualini and the Pamphili’s multiple attempts to link Antonio to 
the nun’s murder see Monson, 222–24. 
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25 July 1645 300 sbirri did succeed in arresting Antonio’s close personal secretary, Abbate 
Giovanni Braccesi, in a spectacular and scandalous manner without the standard consent of 
Antonio, his patron.42 As Braccesi was only accused of perhaps socializing with the nuns and 
helping Antonio protect other dependents, his contemporaries believed that his arrest and 
long stint in prison was arranged solely to disgrace Antonio.43  
It was amidst this personal and political turmoil that Mantovani reports Antonio 
sought Nina’s company for some respite. However, Nina’s relationship with someone truly 
involved in the nun’s abduction, Bolognese Count Ferdinando Ranuzzi, would soon 
contribute to her own spectacular arrest. Ranuzzi moved in the circles of Antonio’s courtiers 
in Bologna.44 His friendship with Possenti led him to help the nuns escape and reach their 
first hiding place.45 Ranuzzi had left Bologna for Rome soon after his involvement with the 
nuns, where he had developed a close relationship with Nina before Braccesi’s arrest 
42 For a detailed biography of Braccesi, his close relationship with Antonio Barberini, and the 
circumstances surrounding his arrest see Monson, 115–21. This public lack of respect for a 
cardinal was thought by some even to harm the honor of the Sacred College of Cardinals. 
See  Rossi, “La fuga,” 319–20.  
43 Rossi, “La fuga,” 319–20; and Monson, Habitual Offenders, 231, 256. Monson reveals that 
in July 1645 the vicar of the Convertite nuns Ascanio Rinaldi suggested Braccesi’s name 
(which only came up twice in the original investigation in 1644) to the testifying nuns 
alongside the two major suspects (Possenti and Guarneri), ultimately due to his close 
relationship with Antonio. See Monson, 113. Braccesi remained in solitary confinement until 
sometime after his last interrogation in May 1646. By 1647 he was banished to Pesaro and 
remained there until 1654, when Innocent finally pardoned him and allowed him to return 
to Antonio’s Roman household. See Monson, 283–84. 
44 Throughout the avvisi Ranuzzi is referred to as Ranuci or Ranuccio. He was a member of 
one of the most noble Bolognese families. However, Monson discovered in trial transcripts 
that Ranuzzi’s mother was of common birth, indicating that he was a bastard. He was a 
relation of Marchese Cornelio Malvasia and Count Girolamo Ranuzzi-Manzoli describes him 
as a cousin. See Monson, Habitual Offenders, 71, 287. 
45Possenti was the orchestrator of the escape, concealment, and most likely the murder of 
the nuns. Monson, 81. Ranuzzi appears to have helped Possenti abduct the nuns in 
reciprocation for a sfregio that Possenti inflicted on Galeazzo Mariani, who had publicly 
disrespected Ranuzzi. See Monson, 188. 
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caused him to flee. Still on the run at the time of Nina’s arrest, he became part of the case 
the Pamphili built against her that eventually led to her incarceration.46 
While all authors of the avvisi speculate about Nina’s alleged involvement with 
Ranuzzi, and Braccesi as motivations for her arrest, they also imply that her arrest had more 
to do with her relationship with Antonio than actual illicit activity with the two suspected 
criminals.47 Purportedly the police removed Nina’s writings to search for any 
correspondence that she may have had from Ranuzzi and Braccesi, in the hope that it may 
have contained evidence of their crimes or Ranuzzi’s whereabouts. Yet for the author of the 
Capitoline avvisi this reasoning seems implausible: 
 
(…) because of Ranuccio’s Amicizia with Nina, they wanted to find out where he 
went, supposing that he would have given Nina constant notice of his voyage.  But 
how could it be believed that Ranuccio may have written and may have needed to 
give notice of the place where he was, while he finds himself immersed in terrible 
trouble because of the Nuns? 48  
 
In fact, all authors believe, or at least speculate as to whether, the original intention had 
been to arrest Antonio at the same time as Nina.49 The author of the Capitoline avvisi was 
46 Avviso #4.  
47 The Capitoline avvisi and Parisian avvisi also speculate about rival virtuose who may have 
spied on Nina for the Pamphili: Leonora Baroni (Avviso #6) and the Pimpe Carrettiere 
(Avviso #2). For more on these virtuose, their rivalry with Nina, and motivations for their 
involvement in the arrest see Brosius, “Eliminating the Favorite.” 
48 Avviso #4. 
49 Contemporaries believed that the Pamphili were similarly motivated to shame Antonio 
during Braccesi’s arrest. “Word is there was an express command from the pope to lay 
hands on Antonio if they encountered the slightest resistance regarding Braccesi’s arrest.” 
Monson, Habitual Offenders, 122. 
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the first to note the exact timing of Antonio’s departure from Nina’s house, intimating that 
the Pamphili hoped to catch Antonio at the scene: “one does not know yet if truly they 
waited until he had gone, or if it happened that way by accident.”50 Two days later one 
Parisian avviso also reports this rumor:  
 
Nonetheless, they say that the officers were certain that they would find the 
abovementioned Cardinal [Antonio] for the purpose of putting him in prison, but 
most people believe that the officers must have paid him the due respect and did 
not enter the said Nina’s house before they were sure that His Eminence had left.51 
 
Several weeks later Mantovani outlined in considerable detail what he believed was the 
original plan for the arrest. 
 
I have first-hand knowledge (toccato con le mani) that the police entered [the house 
of] Nina Barcarola with the sole aim of finding Antonio there, to torment him and 
vilify him; and perhaps also with the intention to bind him and take him to prison, as 
if he would not have been recognized by them because of his being naked 
(spogliato) and without his habit.52 
 
Mantovani clearly believed that the Pamphili were capable of calculating exactly how a 
shaming arrest of Antonio could be most successfully and practically executed. 
50 Avviso #2. 
51 Avviso #3. 
52 Avviso #8. The Parisian avviso author also notes that Nina was arrested one hour after 
Antonio arrived. Avviso #3. 
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 The power of courtesan song 
 
“She had sung a song Prendi Musa la mia Piva (Take up, O Muse, my Bagpipe) or prendi musa il 
Colascione (Take up, O Muse, my colascione) that wounds Donna Olimpia to the core. And they 
said this (the song) was found at Nina’s home.”53 
 
Letters from Antonio’s dependents were not the only items the Pamphili were 
interested in finding in Nina’s confiscated posessions. Several avvisi report that the Pamphili 
were searching for a satirical song about Donna Olimpia, “Prendi Musa,” that the Pimpe 
accused Nina of singing. The interest that this song generated in the avvisi reveals details 
not only about this specific song, but also about other types of song Antonio experienced in 
Nina’s home, the other spaces in which she sang for him, and the power Nina’s vocal 
performances held over him and others.  
Three avvisi mention that among Nina’s confiscated items were books of canzoni.  
This plural noun was often use by contemporaries to indicate both the musical genre that 
we today identify as the cantata and also the poetry intended to be set to music.54 Cantatas 
at this time were most often multi-sectional works based on witty poems, often full of 
sexual innuendo, that depicted the conflicting emotions brought about by love.55 Antonio 
took particular interest in this genre and had many singers and composers of cantatas in his 
53 Avviso #2. 
54 Avvisi #2, 3, 4. For an excellent overview of the Italian Cantata see Holzer, “Music and 
Poetry.” Certainly among the hundreds of extant cantatas and cantata texts other themes 
appear, but the majority fall into this category. Composer Luigi Rossi wrote a cantata 
satirizing the afflictions and pains of love men suffered at the hands of hard-hearted 
women, Noi siam tre donzellette.  
55 See Hammond, Music and Spectacle, 83–88. For more about the vogue for cantatas and 
their social value in such gatherings see Freitas, “Singing and Playing.”  
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household.  
Part of Antonio’s interest in Nina’s performances of cantatas likely stemmed from 
his expectation of the physical effects that her performances would have on him. 
Contemporary understanding of the physiology of sound suggests that listeners were 
expecting to have an involuntary physical reaction to the sound of the singing voice that 
corresponded to the emotional content of the text.56 In contemporary terms, the audience 
was looking to have their “affections moved” by the voice of the virtuosa. Composers of the 
cantata often employed close harmonies and dissonances, especially to depict the pain of 
love, which also, given the physical conception of sound, could serve to bring to mind and 
body the physical contact depicted through the sexual innuendo. Added to these composed 
features were the spontaneous virtuosic embellishments by the virtuosa which made every 
performance unique and exciting. In performance this repertoire opened up a wide range of 
possible experiences for a fantasizing clientele. For those so inclined it enabled a 
consciously carnal experience of the virtuosa that did not require entering her bed 
chamber. In these instances, the ability to provide a type of virtual sex through song meant 
that the cultural capital of singing possessed by Nina and other the courtesan virtuose 
ultimately became a part of their sexual capital alongside physical sex. 
 The audience members’ individual experiences of courtesan virtuose song would 
certainly have been colored by the level of intimacy and formality of the gathering as well as 
by the configuration of the audience. Mantovani provides insight into the types of 
gatherings Antonio attended with Nina and his courtesan companions. 
 
He gives her [Nina] money upon entering and the donation can be as high as a 
56 See Gordon, Monteverdi’s Unruly Women. 
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hundred scudi of gold. He also enjoys the conversation of the Pimpe Carrattiere who 
are taken by [his brother] Don Taddeo [Barberini] to his palace, and both pass the 
time happily.57 
 
His description of the gathering at Nina’s home, which includes a donation at the door, is 
very similar to that of Sommelsdyck and as such appears to indicates a gathering open to a 
range of vistors. Such gatherings populated by acquaintances, at which a one-time donation 
to the courtesan at the door was expected, were described by some commentators as 
conversazioni.58 In contrast, the gathering at the Palazzo Barberini, attended by Nina’s 
rivals, the courtesans Pimpe Carrattiere, implies a more intimate situation where one-time 
gifts would not be needed. Some commentators described these gatherings as veglie. 
However, in many contemporary descriptions the distinctions between formal and intimate, 
leisure and educational gatherings were fluid, and Nina and the Pimpe would have hosted a 
range of gatherings, from intimate affairs attended by close friends to more formal 
academic settings.59  
57 Avviso #1.  
58 The mention of the conversation (conversazione) of the Pimpe, in its singular form, 
appears to be referring to the actual act of conversation, not to a type of gathering. 
59 Storey, Carnal Commerce, 209–10. The terms used for these gatherings were based on 
actions or states of being and are difficult to translate into English. Storey notes that they 
were not always delineated by the nouns, la conversazione and la veglia, but by 
conversazione and veglia: per conversazione (for conversation) and a veglia (literally at 
“awakeness”). The latter also indicated when these gatherings usually occurred in the 
evening: therefore instead of being at home preparing for bed, the guest were “at 
awakeness.” Regarding conversazione the term conversazioni notturne (nightly 
conversations) had been used in correlation with courtesan gatherings as early as the mid-
sixteenth century. According to Storey such gatherings most likely included a range of 
activities: verbal discussions, games, masques, and dancing. Storey, “‘Questo negozio,’” 106. 
These terms were not reserved for gatherings attended by courtesans. Uberti uses 
conversazione to describe educational elite gatherings that included music “nelle case.” 
Uberti, Contrasto musico, 8. The intimate evening gatherings of close friends at the Basile-
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Audiences for courtesan virtuose performances would have been mainly comprised 
of elite men. However, while the avvisi of Nina’s arrest are silent about audience 
configuration, contemporary court testimony involving Roman courtesans reveals that 
performances at conversazioni in courtesan’s homes were sometimes attended by a 
heterosocial audience:   
 
I remember that the said [courtesan] Clementia wanted to meet [the courtesan] 
Settimia to hear her sing, and so one evening Alberto and I took Clementia to meet 
Settimia.60  
 
Epistolary evidence reveals that sometimes elite men themselves actually participated in 
the music making:  
 
With public scandal in the House of the Archpriest of Pon.li there was a gathering 
with women where there was dance and eating with such an uproar that in a public 
bordello there could not be anything worse. And the Archpriest played and was the 
Baroni home, where the female family members performed virtuosic solo and chamber 
music, were described in the 1640 publication L’idea della veglia. 60 Storey, Carnal Commerce, 209. “Io mi ricordo che la detta Clementia volea conoscere 
Settimia per la (…) del sentire cantare, et cosi una sera Alberto et io menassimo la detta 
Clementia a farli conoscere” Settima I-Ras, TCG, TD 190, Cesare Armensus Cremonese, 20 
Mar 1603, 34r as quoted in Storey, “‘Questo negozio,’” 145. That women attended 
courtesan gatherings for the express purpose of hearing courtesans sing opens up the 
question as to how they may have consciously experienced courtesan performances—a 
question that I will not be able to address in this paper, but should be explored. I am 
unaware of any recorded instance of women other than courtesans attending gatherings in 
a courtesan’s home. However, courtesans did occasionally perform in private theatre events 
which may have had a heterosocial audience. For details about Anna Valeria performing an 
opera at the French ambassador’s home see Murata, “Why the First Opera.” 
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leader of the dance, something that has brought not only scandal to that palace but 
to the neighbors as well.61 
 
This record of an elite male adult participating in musical performance raises more 
questions than it answers. Clearly this occurred, but how frequently and how licit it was will 
require more evidence. It was quite different from the practice described by Andrew 
Dell’Antonio in other elite Roman spaces.62 Normally, members of a patron’s musical 
household or his female musician dependents exclusively did the performing while elite 
men participated by assessing the performances verbally. Perhaps contributing to the 
musicking was common for elite men of all ages at some types of courtesan gatherings;63 or 
perhaps the archpriest’s musical participation compounded the scandal of consorting with 
courtesans whose disruption of the peace with their “uproar” signaled their low-class 
status.  
 Mantovani’s description of Antonio socializing with his older brother Don Taddeo 
and the Pimpe along with Nina’s reported performance of the song “Prendi Musa” both 
61 “con pub.co scand.lo in Casa del Arcipret. di Pon.li si fece un adunanza di Donne dove si 
ballo, et si magno con tanto chiasso che in pubblico bordello non si sarebbe potuto far 
peggio et l'Archip.te sonava, et era il Capo della danza cosa che ha dato non solo scandolo a 
quel castello, ma alli convicini [....] (c. 1630)” This letter was among letters from July of 
1630. I-Rasc, Fondo Orsini 309, III, 0544, July 1630, Paolo Giordano II Orsino to Monsignor 
Suffraganeo di Sabbine, 722r. “Pon.li” is possibly Pontremoli, a town in the Appennine 
mountains between Parma and La Spezia. I thank Lucia Marchi for bringing this to my 
attention. On the association between scandal, noise and courtesan activity see Storey, 
“‘Questo negozio,’” 102. It is unclear what type of donne were actually participating in the 
Archpriest’s gathering, although Storey’s study demonstrates that it was very common 
simply to call courtesans donne in the written sources of the time.  
62 See Dell’Antonio, Listening as Spiritual Practice. Dell’Antonio provides an in-depth study 
of the changing relationship between elite men and musical practice. 
63 Display of musical skills—like consorting with courtesans—was normally considered an 
activity most appropriate for gioventù. See  Lorenzetti, “’La parte della musica,” 27–28; and 
Brosius, “‘Il Suon, Lo Sguardo, Il Canto’: Virtuose of the Roman Conversazioni in the Mid-
Seventeenth Century,” 203–4. 
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point to wider socialization practices for courtesan virtuose and their male companions. 64 
The gatherings at Nina’s home, while sometimes the destination for an entire evening’s 
entertainment, were also an integral part of a broader common social activity known as 
andare a spasso. While this could refer simply to strolling about the city, it mainly indicated 
elite men riding about the city in carriages with the ultimate goal of demonstrating their 
wealth, power, and status.65 By the beginning of the seventeenth-century, carriage culture 
was at its peak, and elite men spent much of their evening traveling around in their highly 
decorated carriages, overt symbols of conspicuous consumption.66 Despite the official law 
banning courtesans from traveling via carriage, they often accompanied elite men, visiting 
different gatherings in groups of ever-vacillating configurations of men and other 
courtesans.67 Common destinations for courtesans in carriages included gatherings held 
outdoors, such as parties in gardens or in vineyards, the latter called vignate.68 It is likely 
that when Don Taddeo “took” the Pimpe to his palace he and Antonio spent at least part of 
their evening a spasso with the Pimpe. Presumably Don Taddeo, like other men of his high 
status, subverted the carriage ban by procuring special permission for the Pimpe to travel in 
64 Avvisi #2, #3 and #7. 
65 Hunt, “Carriages, Violence and Masculinity,” 182. 
66 Hunt, 182. 
67 Storey, Carnal Commerce, 101–4, 188–212. 
68 For descriptions of these outdoor gatherings see Storey, 106-08. Many courtesans were 
arrested at vignate, which were often held at night. I thank Craig Monson for bringing this to 
my attention. Giovanni Battista Salvati, in his comedy La vignata (1671), depicts this type of 
gathering in the countryside . 
 
You might also mention the category of vignate, rustic gatherings including prostitutes, 
conversation, music, food, frequented by cardinals and other elites. Often at night, taking 
advantage of darkness. (This is apparent from the comedy by, though it doesn’t imply that 
the women involved are courtesans, the protagonists are running around in the nocturnal 
countryside, getting mixed up about who’s who, etc.) Sometimes andare a spasso must have 
involved riding out to vignate. Just as courtesans got arrested for carriage rides, they also 
got arrested for attending vignate. 
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his carriage, with or without him present. One description of this type of permission is 
found in court testimony regarding the arrest of a courtesan named Vincenza Sinna for 
traveling in her patron’s carriage on her own. Her coachman testified that she should not 
have been arrested because her patron Signore Gaspare Ruggieri had “permission (licentia)” 
for her.”69  
Music-making was an integral part of a spasso activities. Chroniclers attest to some 
of Nina’s outdoor performances. Another instance when Nina was arrested occurred while 
she was singing love songs (amorosi canti) in front of the Porta del Populo.70 During the 
1645 arrest one Capitoline avviso mentions a book of serenate among the items confiscated 
from her home. Serenata was a genre based on amorous subjects and regularly performed 
for a heterosocial audience in carriages. According to Uberti in his chapter on outdoor music 
in The Musical Disagreement, such outdoor evening musical entertainments were often 
disrupted by brawls caused by jealous lovers, husbands and protective fathers.71 
Most likely it was during a spasso activities that Nina sang “Prendi, Musa,” which 
appears to have been a political ballad. This genre often involved timely satirical texts 
written to fit pre-existing popular songs or melodies. Such popular song texts were passed 
along orally as well as written down. As they provided many citizens with the opportunity to 
demonstrate their own personal wit, ballads existed in many variants. They were an 
especially common feature of the Roman soundscape in the socially volatile years around 
69 Storey, 120. “haveva licentia per lei.” Storey, “‘Questo negozio,’” 133. Even some 
noblewomen allowed courtesans to ride in their carriages. Donna Olimpia procured licenza 
for the courtesan virtuose the Costa sisters. See Brosius, “Eliminating the Favorite.” 
70 I-Rvat, Urb.Lat. 1647, ff. 276-79v. 
71 Uberti, Contrasto musico, 131–40. Uberti uses the word serenata to indicate the outdoor 
performances. 
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Nina’s arrest.72  After the war of Castro ended many ballads were sung in the streets.73 
They reflected the Roman people’s dissatisfaction with the incessant taxation and reaction 
to rumors of illicit profiteering by the Barberini nephews.74 O Papa Gabella was one of the 
most widely popular. 
 
Han fatto più danno 
Urbano e nepoti  
Che Vandali e Gothi  
A Roma mia bella 
O Papa Gabella! 
  
(More damage have caused / Urban and his nephews / than Vandals and Goths / to my 
beloved Rome — O Pope Tariff!)75 
 
72 Hunt, The Vacant See, 201–3. 
73 According to Grisar the papal debt had risen to 30 million scudi, while of the 12 million 
spent on the war of Castro there was 2.5 million unaccounted for. Grisar, Päpstliche 
Finanzen, 208 as quoted in Pastor, The History of the Popes, XIV:119–28. Despite all the 
expenditure it was a complete defeat. The Farnese were returned all their land in Castro, 
readmitted to the Catholic Church, and once again allowed to trade grain with the Papal 
States.  74 The Roman people’s disapproval was compounded by their view that this war was the 
result of a personal Barberini vendetta against Odoardo Farnese (1573-1626) for insults he 
made against the Barberini cardinals in 1639. See Pastor, XIV:898. Urban VIII attempted to 
distance himself publicly from the rest of his family, creating a council to investigate the 
flagrant abuses of his nephews. Wolfe, “The Patronage of Cardinal Antonio,” 117–18. 
75 See Pastor, The History of the Popes, XIV:898. O Papa Gabella, attributed to Monsignor 
Filippo Cesarini, was a pasquinade. See Hunt, The Vacant See, 201. Pasquinades were the 
satirically critical political poems left next to the Helenistic Pasquino statue below the Piazza 
Navona. Known as a “speaking statue” Pasquino functioned as a mouthpiece for the people 
of Rome, expressing their dissatisfaction with the injustice of the current state of 
government in Rome. For more on pasquinades see Pasquinate del seicento. 
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Diarist Giacinto Gigli reports that, during the Vacant See after the pope’s death on July 29, 
1644, many satirical ballads were sung to liturgical chants, including the Te Deum 
Laudamus, the hymn that Masters of Ceremonies usually sang at papal coronations and 
processions.76 “O Papa gabella” was sung every evening in an increasing number of 
carriages, with “O Papa gabella” serving as a refrain that was chanted by the general 
populace.77 
 Nina’s song “Prendi musa” appears to be a variant of other similar ballads that 
circulated at the same time as “Papa gabella.” These ballads begin “Tocca Musa il 
Colascione (Take up, O Muse, the colascione),” which also served as a refrain. The 
colascione the Muse is entreated to play was a three-stringed drone instrument of the lute 
family with a six-foot neck and large rounded body, commonly used in music of the lower 
class.78 Two different poems with this refrain are extant. The earlier version satirizes the 
Barberini in twenty-five verses of eight lines consisting of eight syllables. While it mainly 
focuses on Urban VIII, at one point referring to him as “Papa gabella”, verse twenty-one 
mocks Antonio directly, touching upon his purported sexual relationship with castrato 
Marc’Antonio Pasqualini. 
 
1 
Tocca Musa il Colascione 
e col suon da forza al Canto 
non son humidi di pianto 
76 Other chants mentioned by Gigli are the Salva Regina and Pater Noster. Hunt, “Violence 
and Disorder,” 287. 
77 Hunt, The Vacant See, 202. Hunt, “Violence and Disorder,” 297. 
78 See Toscan, Le carnaval du langage, 1054. 
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gl’occhi più delle Persone 
mort’è Urbano quel Padrone 
quel Pontifice Tiranno 
e senza ragione 
Tocca Musa il Colascione 
 
21 
Che diremo di D. Antonio 
ch'è di corpo assai imperfetto 
ha grand naso e poco petto 
piu superbo del demonio 
vol grand bene à Marc Antonio 
non so per se questa musica 
o per altra inclinatione 
Tocca Musa il Colascione 
 
(Take up, O Muse, the colascione / And with the sound give strength to song / No 
more wet from tears / are the eyes of the People / Dead is Urban this Padrone / this 
tyrannical Pontiff / and without reason / Take up, O Muse, the colascione  
What shall we say of Don Antonio / Who has an ill-formed body / has a big nose and 
little chest / More proud than a demon / he wishes great good to Marc’Antonio / I 
 30 
don’t know whether for this music / Or for other inclinations / Take up, O Muse, the 
colascione)79  
The second text, which must have been sung during the Vacant See, satirizes the cardinals 
participating in the conclave. Its sixty-five verses consist of four lines of eight syllables.80 
The first verse, included here, is the only verse with five lines, resulting from opening with 
the line that becomes the refrain.  
 
Tocca Musa il Colascione, 
che di tutti i Cardinali, 
chi sia Papa di quei tali 
vuò cantar una Canzone 
Tocca Musa i Colascione. 
 
(Take up, O Muse, the colascione / for of all the Cardinals / him who would be pope 
among them / wants to sing a song / Take up, O Muse, the colascione)81 
 
While the varying textual structure meant that each text would have been sung to different 
tunes, both use the same conceit at the beginning—exhorting a Muse to tell a specific tale 
79 Yale, Beinecke Lib., Ital. Castle Arch. GEN MSS 110, v.89 f.61, ff. 598-600. 
80 The opening verse given here. 
81 Yale, Beinecke Lib., Ital. Castle Arch. GEN MSS 110, v.89 f. 24 partial, ff. 434-436. 
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in song. As the phallic nature of the instrument would have been widely recognized, the 
author thereby also wittily exhorted the Muse to touch “a man’s privy member”.82 
 The existence of several ballads with versions of this opening line and conceit sung 
during the pontificate of Innocent X have come to light, including Nina’s “Prendi musa” 
variants. Early in the month of August 1645 chroniclers report on two satirical poems, a 
variation of “Tocca Musa il Colascione” and something called “L’Olimpiade”, both of which 
were satirical attacks on Donna Olimpia attributed to Possenti, and purportedly found in the 
possessions of Possenti and Braccesi.83 While the exact versions of these text appear to be 
lost, two texts penned later during the Pamphili papacy—one that satirizes Innocent X and 
Olimpia’s son Camillo and one that focuses on Donna Olimpia—offer some insight into the 
content and opprobrious tone. In both the opening conceit remains a constant, although 
modified.84 The first consists of twenty-five verses of eight lines comprised of eight 
syllables, excepting the opening verse which includes only five lines.85 
 
Tocca musa il Chitarrino 
e spiegamo in dolce canto 
82 See Toscan, Le carnaval du langage, 1054. John Florio defines “Piva” as “a man’s privy 
member.” Florio, “World of Words.” The fact that Mantovani says Nina sang either “la 
colascione” or “la mia Piva” indicates that they could be used interchangeably for this 
purpose. Both would be poor choices to actually accompany anyone singing, let alone a 
Muse, who would normally sing with the classical Lyre. 
83 See I-Rasc, Camera Capitolino, Cat. 1244, Cred. XIV, tomo 95, 5 August 1645 as cited in 
Monson, Habitual Offenders, 175. 
84 Both poems mention Donna Olimpia’s daughter-in-law, Olimpia Aldobrandi, who did not 
marry Camillo until 1647. However, it is possible that some of the verses were retained from 
earlier versions. 
85 This may indicate that perhaps the entire opening verse functioned as the refrain. The 
general content of the opening verse would work in between each stanza. He I believe that 
referring to Innocent X as Papa Pasquino may imply that his pontificate had inspired a 
noteworthy number of pasquinades. 
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ogni pregio, et ogni vanto 
del Ponteficio Pasquino 
Tocca musa il Chitarrino 
 
(Take up, O Muse, the small Guitar / and spread in sweet song / every virtue and 
every boast / of pontifical Pasquino / Take up, O Muse, the Guitar)86 
 
The second text contains a refrain that significantly differs from the Barberini refrains in 
structure. It does, however, provides an indication of the type of satirical content in the 
“L’Olimpiade” and “Prendi Musa.” While there are 50 verses, the opening five verses 
included here are representative of the overall vituperative tone. 
 
Torna al canto ò musa mia 
e ripiglia in man la Cetra 
e ridendo insin’alt’Etra 
di pur mal di questo Arpia 
Torna al canto ò musa mia 
 
Torna al canto, e apparecchia 
à dir mal di questa Vecchia 
di Medusa assai più ria 
Torna al canto ò musa mia 
 
86 Yale, Beinecke Lib., Ital. Castle Arch. GEN MSS 110, v.89 f.43, ff. 557-558. 
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Torna al canto, e di cantando  
ogni vitio empio, e nefando 
di sua stirpe, e sua genia 
Torna al canto ò musa mia 
 
Naque questi horribil’ mostro 
per tenor del secol nostro 
tra il bordello, e l’hosteria 
Torna al canto ò musa mia 
 
Fù creata d’adulterio 
e nudità in vituperio 
fra gl’inverti, e sodomia 
Torna al canto ò musa mia 
 
(Turn to song, O my muse / and retake in hand the Lyre / and laughing up to the high 
Firmament / speak badly of this Harpie / Turn to song, O my muse 
Turn to song and prepare / to speak ill of this Old One / more wicked than Medusa / 
Turn to song, O my muse  
Turn to song and tell in singing / every vice wicked and lewd / of her offspring and 
her generation / Turn to song, O my muse  
Born this horrible monster / by the state of our century / between the bordello and 
tavern / Turn to song, O my muse  
 34 
She was created in adultery / and nakedness in disgrace / between the inverted and 
sodomy / Turn to song O my muse)87 
 
Further defamatory descriptions include the Popess (la Papessa), off-spring of demons 
(stirpe di Demonio), cruel, wicked Whore (cruda empia Puttana), the Witch (la Strega), and 
a comparison to Medea. 
 Although texts are not available for the “L’Olimpiade,” any variation of “Tocca musa” 
discussed in August 1645, or “Prendi Musa” in any guise, some details can be gleaned from 
the various contemporary descriptions of these texts. The version of “Tocca Musa” found in 
Braccesi’s apartment was described as in either three or four line stanzas, which structurally 
most resembled the later “Torna al canto ò musa mia.”88 It also contained a modified 
refrain: “Sporca Musa, il Colascione (Defile, O Muse, the colascione). 89 This modification, 
which points to an even more slanderous side of these texts, is similar in tenor to another 
reported variant, “Tocca musa al culascione (Touch, O Muse, the big bad ass), as well as 
both variants of “Prendi Musa.”90 These texts more overtly emphasize the touching of body 
parts. Given the scurrilous and salacious nature of the extant texts, it is not hard to imagine 
that in some verses the Muse becomes Donna Olimpia herself. Associating Donna Olimpia 
with a phallic, low-class instrument, and through double entendre exhorting her to touch or 
87 Yale, Beinecke Lib., Ital. Castle Arch. GEN MSS 110, v.89 f. 68, ff. 608-609v. 
88 Monson, Habitual Offenders, 176. 
89 F-Pmae, Correspondence politique, Rome 87, 219v as cited in Monson, 176. 
90 F-Pmae, Correspondence politique, Rome 87, 231 as cited in Monson, 176. The translation 
is by Monson. 
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defile someone’s penis, or, through word play, someone’s “big bad ass” would have been 
highly shaming and certainly would have damaged the reputation of the intended target.91 
The question, however, remains: was the “Prendi Musa” that Nina performed in her 
home a political ballad as similar texts suggest? Although the terminology used to describe 
the song in the avvisi is mainly ambiguous, it offers some insight into the possibilities of 
genre. Some authors use the term canzone when referring to “Prendi Musa.” One 
Capitoline avviso reports that Nina herself “sang (habbia cantata) this canzone.”92 While 
this clearly indicates some type of sung musical genre, the term canzone was not only used 
to indicate a cantata, but also used as a generic word for song, as the text of the opening 
verse of the second version of “Tocca Musa il Colascione” above demonstrates. Another 
author other reports that no “dangerous canzoni” were discovered in Nina’s home, which 
could refer to either a musical score of some type or poetry.93 Yet one Parisian avviso 
indicates that the Pamphili were looking for “poetry (Poesie) against the Pope and Popess” 
in Nina’s home, an unambiguous reference to text only.94 This and the fact that various 
versions of the poem circulated supports the hypothesis that “Prendi Musa” was a satirical 
political ballad. In the case of a ballad only the text would have been sought, as Nina and 
her companions would have known the basic melody to which it was commonly sung. If it 
were a ballad, Nina and/or Antonio’s younger courtiers and dependents would have sung it 
in the streets and in carriages. Indeed, perhaps it was via the public soundscape of Rome 
that Donna Olimpia first learned of this particular version of the ballad. 
91 In the version “la mia Piva” it appears that she should touch the author’s penis. Monson 
hypothesizes that perhaps in some texts it may have belonged to Innocent X or son Camillo. 
See Monson 175. 
92 Avviso #2 
93 Avviso #4 
94 Avviso #3. 
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Yet, the ambiguity of the term canzone also opens up wider possibilities for the 
song. This type of satirical content was also popular in musical genres sung indoors, such as 
cantatas.95 While Nina and her guests could have communally sung the original ballad 
together in some way, in indoor settings it could have easily transformed into something 
different. Nina could have modified and embellished the original melody, creating her own 
version of the song for her guests, changing it to reflect any poetic variants that she and her 
guests might have invented. Going further, if Donna Olimpia was the muse in the opening, it 
may indicate that this song text had been changed into a satirical version of traditional 
poems that used noblewomen as the inspiration for artistic expression.96 Certainly the 
Venetian opera librettist Francesco Buti, to whom Mantovani attributes the text of the 
version sung by Nina, would have been more than capable of writing a satirical canzone of 
this nature.97 It is tempting to imagine Buti penning this during one of Nina’s veglie for the 
purpose of having the virtuosa give an extempore performance, or create a more 
considered musical setting. As in the ballads, the first line could have remained a musical 
refrain, as this was a common compositional feature of chamber cantatas; it would create a 
musical cohesion, while still allowing for possible textual variants of the first line and 
opportunities for her guests to join in its performance. 
 Whether Nina performed “Prendi, Musa” in her own composed setting of a cantata, 
spontaneously improvised a setting of the text, or performed her own version of an existing 
ballad melody, her role in the creation and dissemination of this song reveals that virtuose 
95 See Freitas, “Singing and Playing.” 
96 For more on this tradition see Cox, Women’s Writing, 28–34. 
97 The Francesco Buti mentioned is best known in musicological literature as the librettist for 
several operas, oratorios, and works in other vocal musical genres by Girolamo Kapsberger, 
Luigi Rossi, Marco Marazzoli, Carlo Caprioli, Jean-Baptiste Lully and Francesco Cavalli. See 
Walker and Murata, “Francesco Buti.” 
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could serve as the mouthpiece for their patron’s political agendas in public and private, 
outdoors and indoors. Armed with the medium of song, the virtuosa became an effective 
political weapon against the enemies of her supporters. She herself becomes the embodied 
political capital of Antonio and the vehicle through which Donna Olimpia’s honor is 
publically compromised. According to the social historian Elizabeth Cohen, early-modern 
honor was mainly determined by the observations and perceptions of others:98 
 
A person’s sense of worth lies not in internal virtue—as manifested in good 
intentions or a guiltless soul—but in the externals of bearing and deed, and in 
society’s appreciation of them. Public respect certifies honor; public ridicule induces 
shame. Virtue and vice thus exist only when visible to onlookers.99  
 
The shaming effect that “Prendi, Musa, mia Colascione” had on Donna Olimpia’s public 
honor is most explicitly recorded by the author of the Capitoline avvisi: “she (Nina) had sung 
a song (…) that wounds Donna Olimpia to the core.”100  
While the role Nina played in Antonio’s political agenda enabled her to exert power 
over members of the elite, it also carried with it the high possibility of significant 
consequences. The rules of the honor culture dictated that such a public challenge to Donna 
Olimpia’s honor required retribution in kind, against both Antonio and his political 
mouthpiece. The Pamphili orchestrated Nina’s arrest in a manner that would cause as much 
98 For the difficulties in assessing honor in this period, see Cohen, “Honor and Gender,” 598–
600.  
99 For more on these ritual crimes encompassed under the legal category of injuria see 
Cohen, 617. For more about such incidents involving Roman virtuose see Brosius, 
“Eliminating the Favorite.” 
100 Avviso #2.  
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damage to her public honor as she had done to that of Donna Olimpia.101 The drawn-out 
arrest occurred during a high-traffic time when many were out a spasso, guaranteeing a 
large audience for her public shaming. Nina’s specific musical involvement was symbolically 
targeted in the physical removal of her “books of musical canzoni, and all serenate.”102 By 
forcibly confiscating her musical possessions, the Pamphili symbolically stripped her of the 
skill that covered her sexual shame and created her social acceptability and public honor. 
The removal of her music, in combination with “all her writing and books,” divested her of 
all her important sources of cultural capital, publically reducing her from elite courtesan to 
common prostitute.103 The descriptions of the arrest’s effects on Nina’s person 
demonstrate the extent to which it violated her honor.104 Nina, described as normally “very 
spirited,” was after the arrest “weakened in her person.” The incident had “taken her spirit 
(lo spirito) and enthusiasm.”105 
 
Cultural Anxiety 
“He gives her money upon entering and the donation can be as high as a hundred scudi of gold.”106  
 
101 While a publicly shaming arrest and incarceration were certainly significant 
consequences, Nina got off easier for her public humiliation of the Pamphili than did the 
avvisi author Francesco Mantovani. In 1648 Mantovani was arrested and executed for 
writing Pasquinades against the Pamphili, specifically criticizing their inablility to feed the 
Roman people during the intense famine of 1647-48. I thank John Hunt for providing me 
with this information. 
102 Avviso #3. Canzoni were also mentioned in Avvisi #2 and #4. 
103 Avviso #2.  
104 The avvisi use similar language to describe the shamed parties in cases involving crimes 
falling under the legal category of injuria. For examples see Brosius, “Eliminating the 
Favorite.” 
105 Avviso #4. This is similar language to that used in Avviso #2 to describe the effect of the 
canzona Nina sang on Donna Olimpia: “ferisce sul vivo la Sig.ra D. Olimpia.” 
106 Avviso #1. 
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The sexual and political power associated with courtesan song and the women who 
sang it caused a cultural anxiety that pervaded contemporary literature. As courtesan 
power stemmed ultimately from their relationships with elite men, these relationships 
came under scrutiny. Unease surrounded the substantial and public role courtesans often 
played in the overall self-fashioning of the elite male, which included the construction of 
their male honor, virtù.107 Lavish spending on courtesans not only demonstrated virility but 
also wealth and good taste. Courtesans themselves functioned as symbols of wealth and 
status, similar to luxury goods such as works of art.108 Viewing their relationships with 
courtesans as a part of their self-fashioning, elite men overtly contributed to the 
courtesan’s luxurious lifestyle. This enabled the most successful courtesans to attain social 
power and wealth early in their careers, which they then retained even after their looks 
were gone.  
Mantovani’s emphasis above on Antonio’s conspicuous spending on Nina certainly 
manifests these cultural anxieties. His accounts do so through a misogynistic bent, as do 
many discourses about courtesans at the time. This type of literature was part of a larger 
trend of patently misogynistic discourse in the seventeenth century, which represented a 
volte face from the protofeminist writings that characterized the century before.109 Women 
who exceeded their sex by acting outside of traditional boundaries were vilified, often in an 
extravagant, sensual writing style which helped to dissolve the separation between women 
107 For a summary of the concept of virtù see Dell’Antonio, Listening as Spiritual Practice, 
95–98.  
108 See Ruggiero, “Who’s Afraid of Giulia Napolitana?,” 283. 
109 Cox notes that a misogynistic tradition existed in the sixteenth century, but it was on the 
margins. In the seventeenth century tradition becomes associated with the libertine 
accademie. Cox, Women’s Writing, 177–79, 200. 
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and the carnal.110 While Virginia Cox notes that such literature functioned more as a vehicle 
for rhetorical stances than for demonstrations of convictions for many elite males, the 
damage to public reputations was very real.111 Virtuose like Nina, who were prominent 
features in elite social spaces, were obvious targets, often serving as subjects in the growing 
corpus of misogynistic literature.112  While Mantovani’s depictions of Nina were not openly 
virulent like others, they touch on many standard themes that are fleshed out more overtly 
in other writings of the time. 
 Mid-seventeenth century literature about courtesans focused on three major areas 
in addition to the obvious interest in sexual practice: vocal ability, deceptive practices, and 
wealth. Given the physically persuasive understanding of embodied song, the timeworn 
trope of singing as the actual locus of dangerous female power remains a prominent theme 
in this period, as demonstrated here in On the dangerous conversation of women (1645) by 
Jesuit priest Giovan’ Domenico Ottonelli: 113  
 
Continued familiarity [with female singers] has a great force to persuade the eyes of 
strange and odd things … it could happen that the sweetness of the song is such that 
it engenders in the Hearer an enormous love for the deformed female singer; and 
then that love in its usual way covers all, or almost all, the deformity. Whereby the 
110 This conflation had also been an aspect of early sixteenth-century Petrarchism. In the 
seventeenth century the new poetic style was disseminated by the followers of 
Giambattista Marino. Cox, 179. 
111Cox finds that misogyny played the same role for elite men in the seventeenth century as 
protofeminism did for them a century before: it functioned “as a kind of “society game” 
usefully facilitating relations among men.” Cox, 193–94. 
112 Cox believes misogynistic attitudes were playing a part in the general decline in the 
participation of female writers and poets in the same circles. Cox, xvii. 
113 The full title enumerates the types of women who provide conversation “whether those 
little modest, or retiring, or singers, or members of accademie (o poco modeste, o ritrate, o 
cantatrici, o accademiche).” 
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face, in itself ugly, appears by chance beautiful or less ugly to the fond Lover of the 
Female Singer (Cantatrice). 114 
  
Singing enabled even the ugliest women to enchant, deceive and ultimately force men to 
fall in love.115 Deceptive power is the root of Ottonelli’s anxiety about the singing virtuosa. 
Elsewhere in the same treatise he is more direct about these concerns, calling them: 
“Architect of fraud, Smith of deception, Mistress of lies and of errors.”116 Deception, 
however, or specifically the more morally neutral contemporary conception of it, 
dissimulation (dissimulazione), was considered a necessary skill for all those who created 
careers in the elite spaces of Roman society.117 As cited earlier in his comments on the 
tolerance of prostitution, Ottonelli even believed the Church needed to dissimulate. 
Dissimulation and emulation were well recognized by authors on Roman court practices as 
114 “La famigliarità continuata hà gran forza di persuadere à gli occhi cose insolite, 
estravaganti. (…) può avvenire, che la dolcezza del canto sia tale, che concigli nell’Uditore un 
grandissimo amore verso la deforme Cantatrice, e che poi quell’amore al solito suo cuopra 
in tutto, ò quasi in tutto, la deformità; onde il viso, per se stesso brutto, comparisca per 
accidente bello, ò men brutto, all’affettionato Amatore della Cantatrice.” Ottonelli, Della 
pericolosa conversatione, 445–46. Ottonelli believed the voice in general held this power: 
“Among the various things that one should avoid I place familiar conversation with women, 
which in the judgment of everyone is inimical to chastity and most seriously risks blackening 
the white lilies of purity (purità) in chaste (casti) men. (…) There are three great evils in the 
world, fire, sea, and woman” Ottonelli, 34, 36.  
115 Bonnie Gordon recognizes that the association between singing and courtesans, which 
began in the sixteenth century, both gave song its erotic connotations and enhanced the 
courtesan’s sexual capital as well. See Gordon, “The Courtesan’s Singing Body as Cultural 
Capital in Seventeenth-Century Italy,” 188. For more on the courtesan’s voice, see the 
articles in “Part two: A Case Study: The Courtesan’s Voice in Early Modern Italy,” Feldman, 
The Courtesan’s Arts, 103–58.  
116 “Architetta di frodi, Fabra d’inganni, Maestra di falsità e di errori.” Ottonelli, Della 
pericolosa conversatione, 400. Here he is speaking directly about women who converse in 
academic settings, which included courtesan virtuose. 
117 Although dissimulation was far more morally neutral than deception, some court 
commentators questioned the relationship of dissimulation to the truth (verità) even for 
elite male courtiers. See Peregrini, Che al savio, 378–89; Peregrini, Della pratica comune, 
265; and Manzini, Della peripetia di fortuna, 152.  
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skills that successful male courtiers should cultivate. For Agostino Mascardi, principe of the 
most prestigious literary academy in Rome, the Accademi degli Umoristi, this meant hiding 
individuality and accurately imitating the conduct of those at court: 
 
The courtier becomes such a master of his own feelings (affetti) at Court, that he 
could serve as an ideal for the writers of moral science … when one enters into the 
service of the Court it is necessary that one absorbs the styles and etiquette 
practiced by the majority, in order not to become odious for the singularity of one’s 
distinctive comportment.118  
 
For courtesans, successful dissimulation of the styles and comportment of noblewomen 
were skills that granted them access to elite social spaces. However, when this happened it 
blurred important distinctions between the social classes—between those who were 
honorable and those who were dishonorable. The anxiety this provoked often caused 
contemporaries to couch the dissimulatory practices of courtesans in negative terms—as 
deception, the root of all their contemptible behavior.  
 The access to elite spaces that dissimulation provided for courtesans also raised 
concerns about the power they gained by learning the intimate details about their male 
companions. Barberini client Niccolò Strozzi, in his Necessary Advice for Courtiers (c.1640), 
118 Mascardi, “Che un cortigiano,” 14. For a brief history of the topic of dissimulazione in 
writings about the court see Molina, “L’uomo publico,” 53–55, 70. For the practical 
education of elite boys in these skills see Lorenzetti. Mascardi’s writings numbered among 
discorsi intended for presentation in the accademie, functioning as “handbook[s] for the 
litterati seeking a career at court.” Biagioli, Galileo, Courtier, 324. See also Merolla, “Dal 
cortigiano al servidore”; and Betti, “Trattatistica civile.” Such educative texts served as 
models for satirical texts that discuss dissimulation and emulation in regard to the early-
modern courtesan, including Pietro Aretino’s Sei giornate (1534) and Ferrante Pallavicino’s 
La retorica delle puttane (1643). 
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emphasized the dangers of sharing information with courtesans, for “no sooner than you 
say something to such women (femmine simili) they cannot wait to repeat it due to their 
feminine arrogance and inconstancy.”119 Providing an example, he details a story about 
how the famed sixteenth-century courtesan Imperia affected the outcome of a Vacant See 
by unwittingly sharing information gleaned from one lover with another. 
 In stark contrast, the decisions Nina and other powerful Roman women make that 
affect the outcome of a Vacant See in Gregorio Leti’s satire Il puttanismo romano (The 
Whores of Rome 1668) were depicted as conscious and purposeful. Leti, a protestant 
convert and virulent critic of the Papacy, brutally satirized contemporary Roman courtesans 
in his depiction of a conclave of both “Whores” and “Ladies” at work electing the next 
Pope.120 Having just suffered through the sodomical predilections of the court of Pope 
Alexander VII that barred them access to the spaces frequented by the most powerful men, 
the women unite to elect a Pope susceptible to their charms in hopes of once again using 
their sexual capital for political gain. The women attempt to use their rhetorical prowess 
and dissimulatory skill to convince the others to raise their cardinal supporters to pope—in 
Nina’s case Cardinal Angelo Celsi (1600-71).121 Nina is portrayed by other Conclavists as 
acting only in self-interest at any cost: “It is known all over Rome that you made a 
conspiracy against all the rest of your poor Companions (courtesans) to procure their ruin, 
119 Woodhouse, “La cortegiania,” 179.  
120 Leti, Il putanismo romano. Leti’s knowledge of Roman social practices was first hand. At 
the end of Urban VIII’s papacy when Leti was in gioventù he spent time in Rome in the home 
of his uncle, a Roman ecclesiastic. For a biography of the papal satirist see Bufacchi’s Italian 
edition of his Il puttanismo romano. 
121 Hailing from a noble Roman family, Celsi was created cardinal by Alexander VII Chigi in 
1664 with the title Cardinal-Deacon of Sant’Angelo in Pescheria. In 1668 he became 
Cardinal-Deacon of San Giorgio in Velabro. Palma, “Celsi, Angelo,” 552. 
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without any hope of recovery.”122 Feeding into the cultural anxiety about virtuose, Leti 
depicted Nina wielding—in a calculating, mercenary manner—power reserved for the 
highest positions in the Roman church.123  
 The portrayal of Nina by Mantovani is not nearly as brutal as that of Leti, yet it too 
focuses on Nina’s negative attributes. Mantovani’s concern is with the wealth Nina is 
accruing, specifically its gain through sexual capital and the power it brings. Going hand in 
hand with deception, the courtesans’ ability to amass wealth was of major concern. 
Ruggiero notes that in the social narratives about courtesans, “when it came to the 
economic aspects of the courtesan, attractive objects could easily become dangerous 
predators.” 124 Popular literature portrayed courtesans as mercenaries who used their 
sexual prowess to create desire in foolish men, who would then lose their reason, squander 
their wealth and fall into ultimate ruin.125 
 Mantovani’s interest in Nina’s wealth ultimately stems from his intent to highlight 
Antonio’s profligate spending.  In the month before Nina’s arrest Mantovani mentions 
Antonio’s relationship with Nina, ultimately reporting on how he was spending his ill-gotten 
gains from the War of Castro. “He (Antonio) gives her (Nina) a donation upon entering and 
122 Leti, The History of the Whores, 36. This English translation comes from the edition of Il 
putanismo published in England in 1670. 
123 Leti often chose to satirize powerful women. His Vita di donna Olimpia, which was 
written during the Pamphili papacy, satirizes Donna Olimpia Pamphili, depicting her in the 
same mercenary way. Leti, Vita di donna Olimpia. 
124 Ruggiero, “Who’s Afraid of Giulia Napolitana?,” 284. 
125 For the image of the courtesan constructed in popular literature see Storey, Carnal 
Commerce, 25–56. For this type of literature about the sixteenth-century Venetian 
courtesan see Quaintance, “Defaming the Courtesan,” 205–6. In reality scams were a 
common aspect of sexual commerce as a whole. See Ruggiero, “Who’s Afraid of Giulia 
Napolitana?,” 284.  
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it can be as high as a hundred scudi of gold.”126 The enormity of Antonio’s donation is 
understood when one compares it to the cost per head at the gathering of virtuose 
described above by Sommelsdyck, which was “a scudo or two.”127 While it is clear from 
Sommelsdyk’s description that his virtuose were not catering to the most elite clientele in 
the city, their identification as virtuose and description as respectable meant that they were 
living well above the lowest meretrici (prostitutes, literally whores) on the social hierarchy. 
The author also affixed a sum to a gift that Antonio gave after the arrest: “Now she is 
showing a large coin of silver (Conione d'Argento) that is worth 500 scudi and says it was 
given to her by His Eminence.” 128 500 scudi was roughly ten times the yearly rent of 54 
scudi that one of the more affluent courtesans paid near the Quattro Fontane, an elite area 
close to the Palazzo Barberini.129 It was more than twice the yearly sum of 200 scudi that, 
according to the avvisi for the French court, Antonio paid virtuosa Leonora Baroni per year 
“for rent of the House”—a palazzo next to Piazza Navona, another elite area near the 
Palazzo Pamphili.130 Considering that the avvisi are the sole source for sums connected to 
Nina they should not necessarily be taken for absolute truth, but can be understood as an 
attempt to create a specific response in the reader: disgust at Antonio’s conspicuous 
spending. By highlighting the lavish sums Antonio was squandering on Nina, Mantovani 
associates him with the foolish men in the cautionary popular literature about courtesans.  
 If Antonio is the foolish client, Nina is the mercenary courtesan who used sex and 
126 Avviso #1. The emphasis on monetary values connected to courtesans in the avvisi 
provides a stark contrast to the popular broadsheet literature, in which specifics about 
payment are never mentioned. Storey, “‘Questo negozio,’” 262. 
127 Storey, Carnal Commerce, 250.  
128 Avviso #7. 
129 Storey, Carnal Commerce, 294. 
130 “per pig[ion]e di Casa” Avviso #7. Both of these neighborhoods were populated by elite 
families, and neither were associated with prostitution. For more on the areas in which 
courtesans lived see Storey, 67–94. 
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deceptive practices to take the fool’s money. Mantovani’s negative slant on Antonio colors 
his portrayal of Nina, throughout which he places emphasis on Nina’s sexual practice. He 
chooses to call her “the most famous courtesan in Rome,” instead of a singer, as other 
authors do.131 He also lays bare Antonio’s strategy of using her valuable cultural assets to 
cover sexual shame: “His Eminence uses her Virtù to conceal her [sexual] practice.” 132  
 Another way Mantovani emphasizes Nina’s sexual capital is through enumerating 
the cost of Antonio’s donation and the conione, which challenges an important source of 
her social capital: inclusion in the elite gift-based patronage system.133 Within this system 
payments for services were either made through some type of gift, or in monetary amounts 
conceptualized as gifts. Gift giving “produced status, identity and credibility” for both 
patron and client.134 By entering into a contract of reciprocal exchange with a client, the 
patron recognized the client’s status and abilities as worthy of his dignity.135 The monetary 
value of gifts given by patrons represented and established the social worth of the client. 
 For Nina, a courtesan virtuosa who catered to the city’s most elite clients, gifts 
would have been the normal mode of payment for any type of services rendered. The 
gifting mentality is present in Sommelsdyck’s description of the gatherings at the homes of 
virtuose, where the men paid a “donation” as they left, as if the money was freely given as a 
131 Avviso #1. He does mention her singing ability, but only after he has established that she 
is a courtesan. 
132 Avviso #1.  
133 There is an extensive cross-disciplinary literature on gifting. In addition to the overview 
of the literature provided by Biagioli, 36-54, I also found useful Mauss, The Gift, 31–45; 
Kettering, Patronage, 131–51. Particularly relevant to Barberini Rome is Cole, “Cultural 
Clientelism,” 741. 
134 Biagioli, Galileo, Courtier, 30, 40. 
135 See Matteo Peregrini, Della pratica comune, 130 as quoted in Merolla, “Dal cortigiano al 
servidore,” 22. Peregrini was a courtier in Barberini circles and observer of court life. 
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gift, not out of obligation.136 This would have held true not only for social services rendered, 
such as entertainment and conversation, but also for the courtesan’s body itself. The 
courtesan was understood to give her body freely as a gift, and in order to preserve her 
honor and his, the man offered a counter-gift—either monetary or otherwise.137  
 Lavish gifts from elite supporters symbolized and reinforced the high social worth of 
courtesans, who still existed at the margins of respectability despite the significant role they 
played in elite society. Elite men often gifted courtesan virtuose the same types of items 
gifted to noblewomen: clothing, jewelry, or, in Nina’s case, a conione. The fact that Nina had 
this impressive object on display, enabling it to become a topic of conversation, reveals that 
it held a similar symbolic value to that of jewels.138 Given their symbolic value, expensive 
gifts were commonly involved in ritual public shamings of courtesans who broke the law: 
when courtesans were caught in the illegal act of riding in carriages, stripping their jewels in 
the street was the usual punishment, followed by incarceration.139 Such a public act 
stripped away the signs of participation in elite society and reduced the courtesan to a mere 
meretrice. In Nina’s case, the expensive, jewel-like gift from Antonio helped restore her 
136 For a good summary of gift culture in relationship to courtesans see Davidson’s study on 
ancient Greek Heterae. See Davidson, Courtesans and Fishcakes, 109–12, 120–27. I believe 
that in Nina’s home the normal donation was at the end of the evening. I think the fact that 
Antonio paid on the way in was an anomaly and a way for him to draw attention to the 
exorbitant sum he was donating and to demonstrate his interest in becoming Nina’s main 
protector. See Brosius, “Eliminating the Favorite.” 
137 Ferrante, “Pro mercede carnali,” 44–45. Ferrante relates that a gift was a “natural 
obligation” which the man was legally bound to honor and which women had a right to 
demand in court. 
138 For more on jewelry as a common form of reciprocal gift from courtesan suitors see 
Storey, “‘Questo negozio,’” 319. Perhaps the conione was similar to a medallion, such as 
those made by the Medici as official gifts for their visitors. Biagioli notes that the medallion 
sporting the effigy of the prince was expected to be held like a gift, but the chain, worth a 
standard cash amount of scudi, was intended to be used similarly to cash. Biagioli, Galileo, 
Courtier, 41. 
139 See Storey, “‘Questo negozio,’” 250.  
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honor after her arrest. Nina’s display and discussion of Antonio’s gift after her incarceration 
helped to establish her continued favor by Antonio and reinforced her status as an elite 
courtesan. Contemporaries may also have perceived it as a reward. One Capitoline avviso 
indicated that Antonio would lose the fidelity of his dependents due to their fear of arrest: 
“He (Antonio) will lose completely the friendship (Amicizia) of his dependents, every one of 
whom will fear being put in prison for having close relationships with Antonio.”140 With 
supporters conceivably jumping ship at the mere possibility of arrest, Nina’s faithfulness to 
Antonio even after her shaming arrest would have deserved a large, expensive, conspicuous 
gift as recompense for her loyalty. 
 Mantovani’s emphasis on the cost of Nina’s gifts, however, may have served to strip 
her of her social worth. While in the case of elite men and women, mention of the high 
monetary value of gifts given served to emphasize their high social worth, for Nina it does 
not appear to function in the same way.141 Given Mantovani’s negative tone it is unlikely 
that his intention was to reinforce Nina’s social worth. For Nina, as someone whose 
inclusion in elite culture was constantly being contested, diminishing her gifts to their price 
served to undermine their symbolic social power. The cost would remind Mantovani’s 
readers of her shameful sexual practice, reducing her to meretrice. 
 
Courtesans as Courtiers 
 “…they say that the incident happened after she (Nina) had amicizia with Antonio…” 142 
“…all was executed to mortify Antonio and, in the end, trouble him …”143 
140 Avviso #2. 
141 Gifts given by patrons established a monetary value of what that client was worth in the 
society. The social value tied to the monetary value of gifts explains the common mention of 
the cost of gifts in the avvisi and other chronicles. Biagioli, Galileo, Courtier, 39, 41. 
142 Avviso #2. 
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  Mantonvani’s acknowledgement of the conione, Nina’s reward for her continued 
relationship Antonio, highlights the importance of the relationship between courtesan and 
cardinal and its public nature. Further details about it are provided in the avvisi through the 
descriptions of the various other relationships that both Antonio and Nina were having at 
the time of the arrest. They point to similarities between Antonio’s relationship with Nina 
and with his male dependents.  
One Capitoline avviso uses the term amicizia (literally “friendship”) to describe 
Antonio’s relationship to Nina.   
 
In the name of Nina a woman was disfigured (stata sfregiata) for stealing [Nina’s] 
Flemish lover who was dear to her. And they say that the incident happened after 
she (Nina) had amicizia with Antonio, and the blow was ordered by His Eminence 
(Antonio).144 
 
Scholars of the male patronage system have long recognized the ambiguity surrounding the 
early modern usage of this word, although it clearly expressed some type of patronage 
tie.145 Amicizia is also used to describe Antonio’s relationship with his male “dependents 
(dipendenti),” which further clarifies the close nature of these relationships: “… he (Antonio) 
will lose completely the Amicizia of his dependents, every one of whom will fear being put 
143 Avviso #4. 
144 Avviso #2. 
145 See Burke, The Italian Renaissance: Culture and Society in Italy, 100–101; Biagioli, Galileo, 
Courtier, 42; Lytle, “Friendship and Patronage”; Kettering, Patronage, 849; and Cole, 
“Cultural Clientelism,” 741. 
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in prison for having close familiarity (intrinsichezza) with Antonio.”146  
 The significance of the term amicizia in connection with courtesan relationships is 
revealed in the testimony of a certain Albertus Brecatius Lucrentis, urologist to several 
cardinals. Despite the fact that Lucrentis did have relationships with two courtesans (donne) 
that involved both sex and socialization, when he was asked if he had “amicizia” with any 
women, he said no. He later clarified “Although I have had dealings with women, since I am 
a man like any other, I have never had close amicitia, neither alone nor in company.”147  In 
the common social model of Roman prostitution a man who developed amicizia with a 
courtesan was commonly called her amico fermo (firm friend). In a typical amico fermo-
courtesan relationship the amico fermo not only socialized with a courtesan on a regular 
basis, but also regularly contributed to her upkeep: providing funds for rent and household 
necessities. He also provided social protection in a similar way that a patron would protect a 
client. It is clear from the context in which Nina’s amicizia with Antonio is revealed that he 
was acting as her amico fermo. The sfregio (a disfiguring knife wound to the face) he 
arranged for a woman who had once stolen Nina’s Flemish lover served to publicly rectify a 
perceived slight to Nina’s honor and demonstrated Antonio’s social support.148  
While a relationship with an amico fermo was significant it was not necessarily 
exclusive, as is revealed in the description of Nina’s relationships with various men in the 
146 Avvisi #2. 
147 Storey, Carnal Commerce, 222–23. “Se ho ben trattato con le donne, che sono home 
come l’altri, ma non ho tenuta amicita stretta ne solo...ne in compagnia” as quoted in 
Storey, “‘Questo negozio,’” 144. 
148 Sfregio indicated a range of revenge crimes that challenged female honor through 
disfigurement, whether it be to her physical person or symbolically to her home and 
possessions. There is a slight possibility that this refers to a symbolic sfregio—a  
 house scorning—where the façade of the home is marked with ink or excrement, 
symbolically emulating the actual knife wound to the face. These crimes fell under the legal 
category of injuria. For more on this see Cohen, “Honor and Gender.” 
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avvisi. In addition to Nina’s relationship with Antonio, she was having or had had 
relationships with the Flemish lover mentioned above, Count Ranuzzi, and other 
“passionate” lovers: “Three angry love letters were found, written to her (Nina) by 
passionate lovers.”149 Nina’s relationship with Ranuzzi, which was also described as 
amicizia, demonstrates that even amico fermo-courtesan relationships were not exclusive: 
“At the Palace they have let it be known that, because of Ranuccio’s Amicizia with Nina, 
they wanted to find out where he went ...”150 
  Courtesans regularly developed multiple significant relationships of support. The 
amici fermi of a courtesan usually had some type of common social-political bond ranging 
from ties to a specific elite family or ambassador to a simple friendship of equals.151 In 
Nina’s case, given that Ranuzzi moved in the same social circles as Antonio’s dependents, it 
is likely that her other amici fermi at this time would have had social and political ties to 
Antonio, her main amico fermo.152 
 The courtesan model of sociability, with its emphasis on multiple relationships of 
149 Avviso #4. 
150 Avviso #4. 
151 Sometimes men in these significant relationships with courtesans still socialized and had 
sex with other courtesans. Storey, Carnal Commerce, 214–16. 
152 It appears that courtesans sometimes had one main relationship of support alongside 
other regular but less significant relationships of support. For more on this see Brosius, 
“Eliminating the Favorite.” Ranuzzi’s exact relationship with Antonio is unclear. He was, 
however, close with Possenti, who was Antonio’s dependent, and a relative of Marchese 
Cornelio Malvasia, who socialized with Braccesi in Bologna. Malvasia was also the former 
patron of Possenti and had recommended him to Antonio. Ranuzzi arrived in Rome in 1644 
around the same time that Antonio, Braccesi, and Possenti did. He did have contact with 
Braccesi in Rome in January 1645. Given that Ranuzzi seems to have arrived in Rome before 
Braccesi and Antonio, he may have introduced Braccesi to Nina. Braccesi was known to 
enjoy the company of courtesans and other sexually-available women in Bologna. Malvesia, 
Ranuzzi’s relative, introduced Braccesi to a doctor’s wife with whom he had a long-standing 
affair, and he frequented a certain “la Romana” in Malvesia’s neighborhood. In this light, 
perhaps it was Braccesi, who in turn, may have introduced Antonio to Nina.  
See Monson, Habitual Offenders, 71, 75, 233–34, 228.  
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support, reflected the social and political realities in Rome and resembled the model in 
practice for homosocial male patronage. While aspects of exclusive relationships with 
patrons inherent to the traditional model of the Mediterranean patronage system 
continued into Barberini Rome, cultivation of multiple significant relationships of social and 
financial support was just as important for political survival for the courtesans as it was for 
their elite male supporters.153 Given the common ground between these models, it is not 
surprising that authors used the same terminology to describe heterosocial courtesan 
relationships and homosocial male relationships.  
 The descriptions of the arrest suggest that the use of amicizia further indicates a 
commonality for all of the relationships it describes that goes beyond familiarity and 
closeness. The public actions against Nina orchestrated by the Pamphili demonstrate that 
Nina not only had a significant relationship with Antonio, but also that she served a public 
political function. Her arrest reveals that, like Antonio’s male dependents, she played a 
public role in the construction of Antonio’s honor. For Antonio—as for all elite males—
achieving and maintaining his social worth and honor was considered a process. According 
to Cohen an important aspect of this process involved constant vigilance and actions taken 
to “protect what was his—his face, body, family, house, property.” 154 Any public challenge 
to his ability to do this necessitated action to restore social respectability. 
 Public challenges came in many forms. Often, in order to tarnish Antonio’s honor, 
his enemies would compromise the honor of his dependents. The direct relationship 
between the honor of dependents and that of their patrons was related to the 
153 See Cole, “Cultural Clientelism,” 784. For more about these exclusive  relationships and 
their connection to rivalries amongst female singers during this time see Brosius, 
“Eliminating the Favorite.” 
154 Cohen concludes “Thus injury, rape, theft, derision, or defilement all may signify loss of 
honor and must be revenged with a counterattack,” Cohen, “Honor and Gender,” 617. 
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understanding of dependents as possessions. As mentioned above, in some ways the 
function of the courtesan was similar to that of an object of art: as a symbol of the taste of 
the owner. This ability for them to function as objects of art is rooted in the conception of 
the courtier as an object to be owned. In Rome this is explicitly articulated by Peregrini, who 
notes in his On the communal practice of the prince that for the prince, “of all the riches the 
most worthy of possessing is man.”155 In his For the erudite to court is expedient (1624) he 
calls the courtier “animated furnishings.”156 For Peregrini the courtier was specifically 
reduced to another acquisition in the prince’s pursuit of conspicuous consumption, another 
object demonstrating his wealth, taste and virtù.157 By affixing monetary values to Nina’s 
gifts Mantovani affixed a value to Nina and demonstrated his understanding of Nina as 
conspicuous expense and symbol of elite men’s social worth. 
 As embodied representations of Antonio’s social worth, all of his dependents made 
excellent targets for those who wanted to harm him. Avvisi and diaries are filled with 
descriptions of public and private events involving Antonio’s honor. Because of the extreme 
complexity and fluidity of social circumstances in Rome, it appears that there were just as 
many unintentional as intentional acts which had the potential to publicly shame him. In 
many cases these incidents created a cascading ripple effect of shame that traveled up and 
ultimately reached him. One excellent example involves a public incident originating at a 
conversazione attended by Nina, which initiated a chain of attempts to safeguard Antonio’s 
public honor by men of differing social status. At this gathering an “unpleasantness” 
155 Peregrini, “Della pratica comune,” as quoted in Merolla, “Dal cortigiano al servidore,” 27. 
Merolla does not provide a page number in this instance. 
156 “suppelletile animata,” Peregrini, Che al savio, 50 as quoted in Merolla, 22.  
157 For more on the burgeoning culture of collection in seventeenth-century Rome and the 
conception of courtiers and singers as objects to be collected by patrons see Brosius, 
“Eliminating the Favorite.” 
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(disgusto) erupted between Cardinal Pietro Maria Borghese (1599-1642) and the Duca 
Mario II Sforza di Santa Fiora (1594-1658)—mutual amici of Antonio.158 This confrontation 
resulted in the arrest of four cavaliers who were dependents of Borghese.159 Borghese 
immediately petitioned the Governor to let them out of prison so that his men would not 
“suffer because of his love.”160 He also asked that the reason for their imprisonment be 
kept secret so as not to damage his reputation.161 Luckily for Borghese, the Barberini also 
needed to save their reputation because both Borghese and Sforza had relationships with 
Antonio: “having taken into account the incident and the future danger to Cardinal Antonio 
as amico commune, his Eminence (Antonio) gave thought to procure settlement and peace 
between the said Signori.”162 This particular incident reveals just how easily the arrest of 
elite men’s clients could cause them shame and dishonor if such situations were not 
contained before the greater public learned of them.  
 Another incident, the arrest of the courtesan Cecilia Bozzoli, demonstrated that 
specific slights to a courtesan’s honor could also directly affect Antonio’s honor in a similar 
fashion. After a crackdown on illegal activities and ineffectual law enforcement in the 
summer of 1635, an overzealous sbirro arrested Cecilia while she was in the company of 
Antonio’s gentleman Conte Giulio Massa. In the case of Cecilia, the Governor was well 
aware of the gravity of the error committed by the officer who arrested her without express 
158 Spada, Racconto delle cose, 61. 
159 “scandalo per disgusti” Spada, 61. Borghese was the patron of singer Magdelena Lolli. 
For more on Lolli see Brosius, “Eliminating the Favorite.”  
160 “patissero per amor suo.”Spada, Racconto delle cose, 61. This language is similar to 
Antonio’s alleged comment to Braccesi at the time of his arrest: “Go along cheerfully and 
accept a few days in jail for love of me.” Monson, Habitual Offenders, 114. 
161 “preguditio” the “reputatione di detto Sig. Cardinale.”Spada, Racconto delle cose, 61. 
162 “havendo dato conto del successo, e de i pericoli futuri al Sig. Card. Antonio come amico 
commune, S.Em. prese pensiero di procurare l’aggiustamento e la quiete fra li detti Signori.” 
Spada, 61. 
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orders from above; she would have been a courtesan for whom Massa had licenzia. 
Immediately upon notification and before she was imprisoned, the Governor let Cecilia go. 
Despite this expeditious intervention, however, the public arrest was enough for Massa to 
feel obliged to clear his name. Massa complained to the Corporal about the arrogance of 
the sbirro, claiming that he “felt (...) great anger” at both sbirro and governor.163 Hearing of 
this, the Governor penned a letter, not to Massa, but to the Pope’s secretary Antonio 
Benedelli. The letter opens “I feel that my most obsequious actions towards the name of 
the Eminent Signore Cardinal Antonio Padrone are interpreted as irreverent, lacking in 
respect (...);” evidently the offense, regardless of intention, was ultimately perceived to 
have been against Antonio.164 When situations involving the honor of a dependent were 
not completely contained or avoided, action needed to be taken to repair damage done to 
the honor of both patron and dependent. 
 Sometimes the actions of a dependent were too inappropriate and Antonio was 
forced to cut ties, as was the case with his Maestro di Camera (Master of the Houshold/ 
Chief Chamberlain), the Cavalier Panico. Panico had married a “meretrice” named Purità. 
When confronted with accusations of the marriage, however, he denied it. Despite Panico’s 
protestations, the castrato Pasqualini found written evidence of the union, and Antonio 
fired Panico.165 The inappropriate nature of Panico’s marriage may have been due to his 
163 “il Conte della Massa doluto con Sua Eminenza dell’affronto fattoli dallo sbiro ne concepì 
il Sig. Card. gravissimo sdegno non contro di lui solo, ma contro il Governatore ancora.” 
Spada, 13. 
164 “Sento che le attioni mie più ossequiose verso il nome dell’Em.mo Sig. Card. Antonio 
Padrone sono interpretate per irreverenti, e mancanti di quel rispetto.” The letter also goes 
on to apologize to the Pope for having to bother him with this matter. See Spada, 13. 
165 “Si è detto publicam.te che il Card.e Antonio habbia licenziato il Cav.r Panico che lo 
serviva di Mró di Cam.a, dal suo servizio. Costui sposó una meretrice chiamata la Purità della 
quale si trovava innamorato; Antonio lo presenti, e più volta li fece instanza di saperne la 
Verità; Ma il Cav.re che si accorgeva dell'errore commesso, sempre li negava. Ultimam.te ha 
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wife’s social status—perhaps Purità had not gained enough social capital in order to possess 
the public honor to be associated with Antonio’s Maestro di Camera. More likely, however, 
it was just not appropriate for Antonio’s Maestro di Camera to be married to any type of 
courtesan. It was certainly acceptable to frequent and support them, but it was another 
thing entirely to have them be a part of the private domestic side of the family, a position 
reserved for women who were noble and therefore unquestionably honorable. 
 Nina’s arrest differed from the examples above in that it was born out of the express 
desire of the Pamphili to do significant damage to Antonio’s honor. It also occurred when he 
was in a weakened political position, which made it impossible for him to manage the 
incident in private as he had been able to do previously. Instead, he suffered the public 
humiliation which is well documented in the avvisi. The author of the Capitoline avvisi is the 
first to report the effect the arrest had on the members of the Barberini family, and reveals 
the effect it could have had on Antonio’s relationship with Nina and his dependents: 
 
 [Francesco] Barberino and Don Taddeo met yesterday with Cardinal Antonio and 
with the Abbot Costa and they remained closeted for more than three hours. And 
this indicates that the blow is heavy and they are very afraid. If no other misfortunes 
beset Antonio [other] than to remain deprived of her (Nina’s) conversation that so 
lifted his spirits, this would annoy greatly His Eminence (Antonio). But, in addition, 
he (Antonio) will lose completely the Amicizia of his dependents, every one of whom 
will fear being put in prison for having close relationships with Antonio.166 
voluto veder' Macerota sua Patria; e nella sua lontananza Marc Ant.o Castrato che lo 
perseguitava, hà trovate le scritture del Matrimonio, e l'ha giustificato in cospetto del 
P.rone” I-MOs, Ambasciatori d’Italia, Roma 243, 3 May 1645, n.p. 
166 Avviso #2. 
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 Five days later he also interprets Nina’s sudden release as an indication that “all was 
executed to mortify (dar’ mortificazione) Antonio and to trouble him in the most grievous 
fashion.”167  A week after that, Mantovani also comments on the personal effect the 
incarceration had on Antonio: “It can’t be said how much the incarceration of this woman 
(Nina) has wounded his soul.” 168 Here Mantovani uses the same type of language that the 
author of the Capitoline avvisi uses to indicate that the honor of Donna Olimpia and Nina 
had been compromised.    
  Although Antonio no longer had the power to organize a significant and expected 
retaliation against the Pamphilil to publicly defend his honor, he did take some action to 
help mitigate the shame he had endured. Instead of ending his relationship with Nina and 
remaining “deprived of her conversation” he openly declared he would continue to socialize 
with her expressly “to demonstrate that he is not afraid and the search and imprisonment 
did not affect him.”169 His gift to Nina, the conione, not only helped to mitigate the damage 
to Nina’s honor, but also would have been perceived as the physical representation of 
Antonio’s public decision to continue his significant relationship with Nina.170  
By targeting Nina the Pamphili demonstrated that they understood that courtesans, 
as all of Antonio’s male dependents, were fair game in ritual revenge crimes intended to 
target the honor of their elite supporters. Like Antonio’s secretary of briefs Giovanni 
Braccesi, who had also been arrested to publically shame Antonio, the Pamphili treated 
Nina as a physical extension or “possession” of Antonio. They counted on the ripple effect 
167 Avviso #4. 
168 Avviso #7. 
169 Avviso #4. 
170 Avviso #8. 
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of shame that her arrest would create to cause permanent political damage to Antonio. 
 The Pamphili surely considered Nina’s arrest a success, despite the fact that Antonio 
was not present. It was the last in a string of public humiliations and threats meted out to 
Antonio by the family before he finally fled Rome on 28 September 1645. The necessity for 
an emergency meeting of the Barberini brothers and their advisors indicates that prolonged 
persecution of their family by the Pamphili had finally taken its toll. Despite Antonio’s 
efforts to publicly defend his honor and that of Nina before he left, his attempt to manage 
the situation was one of the last things he did in Rome for many years. Nina’s arrest appears 
to have been one of the last public incidents that helped to make it clear to the Barberini 
that it was time for Antonio to flee to Paris, where his one-time dependent Mazarin would 
protect him and his brothers until 1653.  
 
Conclusion 
The accounts of the arrest of Nina Barcarola highlight the ways courtesan virtuose 
continually negotiated their relationship to various nodes of power in early modern Rome. 
The cumulative narrative fashioned from the avvisi depicts Nina in a weakened social and 
political state that marked a low point in her career in Rome: the tale of one virtuosa as the 
victim of her main supporter’s political drama. Yet the rare details provided in these 
accounts enable a close reading that highlights the significant part that women like Nina 
played in early modern Roman singing culture and the role that singing women played in 
politics. It also speaks to the possibilities and limitations on power virtuose were able to 
accumulate and wield within a misogynistic system. The close reading of the avvisi 
demonstrates that Nina’s arrest involved gender, familial and state politics, and as such 
reveals certain links between these power structures and embodied female song in 
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seventeenth-century Rome. As a courtesan virtuosa Nina was able to position herself within 
these nodes of power to accumulate some for herself. The question remains just how 
much? 
The overt and common association between elite men and courtesans attests to the 
social fluidity and liminality of the spaces in which music was performed in Rome; 
marginalized, lower-class subjects were able to enjoy intimate relationships with their social 
superiors and access some of the power wielded by their elite supporters. In these spaces 
male fantasies about the power of embodied female vocal performance and the desire to 
experience it led to the construction of the socially redemptive power of virtuosic singing 
ability. These inflected areas of power opened space in the social fabric where courtesans 
could capitalize on the elite male desire to experience female generated song. Courtesans 
like Nina accumulated social and cultural capital—including emulation of elite social 
practices through dissimulation as well as developing the appropriate musical and 
conversational skills—that enabled them to provide this experience for their supporters. 
Within this space courtesan virtuose like Nina sat in a potential position of power to 
influence the decisions of their elite male supporters. Certainly early-modern 
commentators identify this potential site of power, revealing the anxiety it provoked 
through misogynistic discourse. Specifically in Nina’s case it is present in the subtle slights to 
her honor in Mantovani’s avvisi as well as Leti’s brutal satirical depiction of her as a power-
hungry whore, both which served to publically challenge Nina’s social worth and that of her 
supporters. Yet, whether Leti’s portrayal of Nina as someone who did wield power and 
influence over her elite supporters was a reality remains speculation. 
The power that Nina was able to wield for herself was certainly contingent on the 
particular position of power of her cardinal supporter, Antonio. Antonio used his power and 
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influence to help Nina restore her public honor after her lover had been stolen by another 
courtesan. Due to the relationship between the cardinal and virtuosa, Nina was able to take 
her revenge in the most extreme fashion, through an actual sfregio. She expected that the 
open demonstration of Antonio’s power behind her revenge would prevent retaliation in 
kind. Nina, therefore, was able to use the threat of her powerful patron to hold power over 
her own personal rivals and enemies.  
Nina also held some social power over Antonio’s political enemies, specifically in her 
performances as the political mouthpiece of Antonio. Through singing “Prendi Musa,” she 
was able to “wound” Donna Olimpia to her “core” and dishonor her in public. However, in 
this case Antonio, in his particularly weakened political position, could not save Nina from 
the necessary counter-attack Donna Olimpia waged in order to salvage public reputation 
and do damage that of Antonio: Pamphili-orchestrated arrest. Here Nina ends up as a 
sacrificed political pawn, an expedient means to the end of humiliating her patron and 
sending another message to his supporters that they should abandon ship. As such Nina 
performed as Antonio’s cortigiana—female courtier, a physical public symbol of her main 
supporter. While her arrest demonstrates the significant role she played in the construction 
of Antonio’s honor, it also reveals that fulfilling this role for her patron could at times leave 
her in a vulnerable position.  
 The intersection of multiple types of power involved Nina’s arrest also serves to 
highlight the fluidity between the private and public, intimate and political at this time. In 
indoor spaces, where courtesans provided hospitable spaces for the political dealings of 
elite men, private musicking, private sexual encounters, and the further development of 
significant personal relationships intersected with public political agendas. In outdoor 
spaces these personal relationships ultimately based on private desires became public and 
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political as courtesans performed symbolically as the extension of their patrons. This fluidity 
and convergence enables all vocal performances, “private” and “public,” of courtesan 
virtuose to be analyzed not only for musically relevant details, but for the details they 
provide about the types of negotiations courtesans undertook to mitigate their 
marginalized positions in these political structures.  
Ultimately the story of Nina’s arrest demonstrates the important roles that she and 
her fellow courtesan virtuose performed in elite singing culture of early-modern Rome, 
including them in the musicological narrative of the Eternal city. Her story reminds us that 
despite valiant efforts over the last forty years there are still many stories of musical 
women that need to be introduced into current musicological narratives. This consideration 
of the strategies used by a marginal subject to create a space for herself in the power 
structures of gender, society and politics further complicates more traditional narratives of 
our musical past and, in doing so, broadens our view of musical culture. 
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